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Forward

The Akashic Librarian
This personal memoir sets the background for my twenty-year healing
journey from the age of fifty. I recount the private, shocking, and
disappointing events that led to my unraveling and the end of my longterm marriage. My purpose in sharing this story is to assist others in
making sense of how, from a soul perspective, their biggest challenges
might help them grow spiritually.
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Any traumatic life situation, if left untreated, has the potential to grow
into a "dis-ease." For me, it was breast cancer developing ten years later.
While healing from cancer, I began to look for answers through
metaphysical explorations. By letting go of my current life
disappointments and going inward, I discovered who I am and have been
in past lives. Once I understood that we are spiritual beings having a
human experience, I knew I was eternal. The fear of death was gone. It all
began to make sense, and I started to connect the dots in my own life.
I came to see that the lessons I needed to learn could extend from one life
to another. The existence of past lives explained many questions. The
Akashic Records is a universal library of wisdom and knowledge. I
unleashed my relentless curiosity when I learned how to tap into this
field of information. This etheric archive holds a record of each soul's
journey through all past lives and future potentials. My available library
database transformed into an eternal collection of information.
Soon, I realize that out of my earlier trauma; I had grown into another
person beyond the ordinary librarian and housewife I had been years
before. The true meaning of my life had been there all the time. With the
help of my guides and angels, I discovered my soul's purpose and
transformed into a visionary artist, healer, and intuitive Akashic
researcher.
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Dedication

Important Women in my Life
I wish to thank my daughter, Virginia, for her support in my healing
journey. I know it must have been difficult for her to understand why her
mom needed to do so much meditation and inner work. Always, she is
my inspiration and hope for the future.
I also want to dedicate this book to my mother, also named Virginia. She
was brave and bold when she wrote her personal story at the age of
seventy. I now follow in her footsteps.
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My mother, Virginia Butler
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About the Author

Cecelia Grace Butler
With a master's degree in library science, I worked for over 25 years as a
reference librarian. I enjoyed helping others find information and
knowledge in traditional ways. I was "Google" before the Internet came
on the scene!
My formal education included training in both art and library
information science. During college, I majored in art history with an
emphasis on the French Impressionists period. Years later, when an
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unexpected angel appeared in one of my paintings, I became devoted to
creating "visionary art" as a pass time.
After 9/11, I needed a way to relax and find peace. I began my healing
journey in 2002 with yoga, and my quest for knowledge turned to more
spiritual inquiries. In 2003, I became a yoga teacher to share yoga and
other stress relief and relaxation modalities.
Eventually, I became certified as a yoga instructor, Reiki Master, Akashic
Records intuitive, past life hypnotherapist, and a Beyond Quantum
Healing Hypnosis practitioner. By combining my research and
investigative skills with my ability to go inward, I have uncovered the
truth of who I am at a soul level.
This memoir is my first book.
More information is available at: www.theakashiclibrarian.com.
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Prologue

Older Than Dirt
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On the day I turned 50, I celebrated this milestone by purchasing a dirtdyed tee-shirt with the phrase Older than Dirt boldly printed on the
back. This dye was not just any dirt ground into my shirt; it was Arizona
canyon red dirt excavated from Sedona's red rocks. Famous for its longlasting properties, this shirt came with a guarantee of good luck to the
wearer for years. Since that day in Sedona, I have purchased other tee
shirts dyed with chocolate or wine and even green tea. Each smelled
fragrant, but none came with the promise of fortune for the future. I
needed luck at this time in my life; I yearned for the future to bring back
a glimpse of youthful happiness.
Up until that day, I never really thought about my age and getting older.
I kept going with the daily routine of being a housewife, mother of a
teenage daughter, and research librarian. Now in the blink of an eye, I
was anciently qualified to wear the label OLD on my back for the entire
world to observe.
Some people enjoy bursting black balloons or walking with a gag gift
cane on such a momentous day, but I did not find the humor in any of
these traditions, which marked my over the Hill status. In fact, on that
day, I woke up with pain in my back, and I could not walk without
slightly limping to the right. “What was going on?” I wondered as my
feet hit the ground, “This pain was annoying.”
My morning plans were to hike up the red rocks about 2 miles to the
pinnacle of the mountain beyond the resort. Other tourists claimed that
this was the location of a powerful, energy vortex which brought medical
healing and peace of mind. However, I could not even bend down to tie
the laces on my shoes that morning. So hiking was out of the question.
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Instead, I headed for the health spa and whirlpool bath, hoping that
healing might occur more physically. Luckily, I immediately scheduled a
massage with a therapist who identified my sciatic nerve issues. "The
body reflects emotional trauma within physical ailments,” he explained.
"Have you been under severe stress?” Oh yes, I thought quietly to myself,
afraid to confess this reality to anyone.
Life at home was unbearably stressful for the last year or more. My family
doctor had recommended antidepressants, but I opted to start yoga for
stress management. Still, my body was in fight or flight mode most of the
time.
I felt better after the massage and could stand up on my own two feet
without leaning on a chair for support. I went into the spa bath area to
dress and caught a glimpse of myself in the mirror. There was a sadness to
my features, even when forcing a smile. It was a chore to muster laughter.
I couldn’t remember the last time I had let go of my emotional baggage
to engage in a good laugh. Recent photos of me reflected a lackluster
woman with no “Joie de Vivre.” Each morning while applying makeup,
I would announce that I was painting my “happy face” on for the day,
almost like a clown with overdrawn red lips. I was physically tired and
emotionally drained, and it showed. If this is 50, I cannot imagine 60!
After this week-long trip in the desert, I packed the famous dirt shirt and
headed home. I was 50 years and one week old, but who was counting? I
wore the shirt a few times to dig in the garden or clean the house, but I
could not wear it in public again. Why make a spectacle of myself? I
returned to the routine and forgot about the shirt and the age I had
become. I was middle-aged, but life went on.
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There were more than a couple of bumps in the road during the next few
years, and the good fortune predictions did not come with a money-back
guarantee. Gradually the sciatic issues subsided amazingly to parallel the
resolution of those emotional upheavals. Midlife was not so bad. I was
beginning to enjoy life and smile on my own again. Jokingly, I claimed
that my definition of middle-aged was when AARP finally discovered
your address, but you were too young for the grocery store senior
discount.
To help find solace, I started reading books about this transition into
later life. Many authors have written best sellers on the topic. I was not
the only baby boomer wondering what the next stage would bring. Last
week I picked up a copy of Marianne Williamson’s book, The Age of
Miracles, Embracing the New Midlife. It has been my constant
companion every free moment since. After about ten pages, I stopped to
get my yellow highlighter. There were just so many passages that
resonated with me.
I was truly inspired to make this the best time in my life, be it 50 or 60 or
70! I loved the way she described how we slow down; we go deeper into
life experiences. I believed my life failures were stepping stones to get to
the juicy part of really living. I have transitioned like the caterpillar into a
free-spirited butterfly! Now could be the best time of my life, a happy
time after all. "It’s not the time to give up and say, this is just how I am.
It’s too late to change. Quite the opposite, It’s the time to take a stand,
once and for all,|for your potential. Don’t worry that it took you so long
to get to this point. It takes everyone this long. We know nothing until
we know all the ways that we’re not who we should be. Only then do we
have a chance at becoming the people we’ve wanted to be, and God
intended us to be from the day we were born. "The point of life’s journey
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isn’t whether or not we’ve fallen. It is if we can get back up,” Marianne
Williamson.
Miracles can happen now. In the world today, being middle-aged offers
us a gift of 15 or more years squeezed right into the center, the best part of
the fruit. Soon I will be facing a new decade number to my age, 70. It’s
hard to say aloud, but I decided not to take the easy way out. I will not
spend my time resigned to crossword puzzles or chatting at
neighborhood book discussion groups for mental stimulation. This
time, I will not buy a shirt that labels me over the hill or out to pasture.
Instead, I grabbed my paintbrushes and writing pen to embark on this
adventure of an artist and writer.
Yes, I have my secret doubts about being too old to start a new career, but
I know that life experience is irreplaceable. “While you might be feeling a
bit depressed that you’re no longer young, you’re ecstatic that you’re no
longer clueless,” Marianne Williamson. I may have been older than dirt,
but that is the stuff from which my new life has grown.
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One

Part 1- Lies Uncovered

Vortex on the Horizon
I have often heard the phrase, shake up to wake up. I believe it means
learning the truth about hidden events, agendas, or secrets in the context
of one's life. The point is that after someone experiences the shock of
uncovering or revealing hidden truths, there is a process of healing that
must take place.
Thus, Part One of my story sets the background for my healing journey. I
recounted these shocking and disappointing personal events only to
allow you, the reader a better understanding of my unraveling. Crawling
out of this night of the soul was an arduous journey. Forgiveness was the
most significant part of the process to move on with a better soul-filled
life.
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Each traumatic life situation, if left untreated, has the potential to grow
into dis-ease. For me, it was cancer developing ten years later.
In the following few chapters, I recount the events that were the cause of
my crash, but the essential part was how I pulled out of the downward
spiral. That is the story worth telling and hopefully will offer a path for
others to follow. In my case, the uncorking was the dissolution of my
thirty-year marriage; for others, the tipping point might be a discovery of
hidden family secrets or even unknown illegal activity by highly regarded
officials.
Nevertheless, the recovery process is the same no matter what the original
cause. Looking back over my life, I am grateful for the opportunity to
have grown and expanded, even with some tough knocks along the way.
After all, we all decide to come here on earth to learn lessons and create a
better world for the future. That might mean the old ways and the old
world has to shake-up for the rebuild to begin.
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Two

First Encounter

Lift Off
I never considered myself unique or having possessed supernatural skills
until the day I witnessed an unusual phenomenon in the sky. After all, I
was just an average librarian out for a Sunday family drive. Most
librarians are considered quiet, compliant, and certainly not space
explorers. Yet, this day would shift my perspective on life and miraculous
possibilities forever.
I was married, living in New Jersey, and our daughter, Virginia, was four
years old in October 1987. My husband and I decided to take a Sunday
drive to Pennsylvania for early Christmas shopping. We dropped Virginia
at his parent’s house for the afternoon and headed west for our short
adventure. There were many outlet stores within an hour's drive, and this
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outing gave us some time to relax. Our marriage was beginning to show
some wear, so I was hoping we might reconnect as well.
After a full day, we wrapped up our shopping around 4 pm and decided
to go home via Interstate 78, a relatively new interstate highway that
connected Pennsylvania to New York City. On an average day on the
weekends, cars would flood the lanes between these two destinations.
This Sunday afternoon, traffic seemed typical until we got to a wide-open
area with trees near the highway.
Something caught my eye by the trees. I looked up and spotted a large
object in the sky that appeared hovering over the treetops. It was very
close, and it was not like any airplane my husband or I had ever seen.
Strangely, it was in the shape of a disc or saucer with colored lights
spinning underneath the surface. The blinking vehicle was very quiet.
I dropped my sunglasses and nudged my husband to check it out as we
pulled over to the shoulder of the highway to investigate further. He
looked at me with a curious nod. Surprisingly, no cars passed on the road
in any direction for about 10 minutes. It seemed like traffic had halted for
our benefit. After we stopped, I quickly opened the passenger side of our
sedan and jumped out by a dirt embankment. I wanted to get a closer
look at the lights, so I began to cross the six empty lanes. I left everything
behind in the car. My husband slowly opened his door, but I did not see
him leave the vehicle.
Running across six highway lanes was utterly insane. But something
magnetically pulled me toward the craft. There was no sound coming
from the object. I was too curious to be afraid, and I calmly watched the
spinning lights for what seemed like several minutes, and then suddenly,
15
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the vehicle shot straight up beyond the trees and flashed out of sight. “I
think that was a real UFO!” I cried out. My husband agreed.
We returned to pick up our daughter and recounted our out-of-thisworld adventure to his parents, but no one seemed to be listening. They
were much more interested in telling us about the fun they had with their
granddaughter than about any UFO sighting we had experienced. So I
decided not to discuss this discovery from that day again. Instead, I kept
it to myself for many years.
Nevertheless, I secretly wondered if there had been missing time? Maybe
we had boarded the craft and had our memory erased? I questioned why
no cars passed on this interstate highway for over 10 minutes? I asked
myself why we were selected to see such a craft and no one else in the
area?
After that event, I never doubted that there were other beings in the
universe or that they could check in with us at will. I marveled at their
technology and their ability to travel to earth. But I wanted to know
more. I was curious about who they might have been and why they had
visited a New Jersey highway that autumn Sunday afternoon. So, I
engaged my research skills to examine vast amounts of metaphysical
information. My current understanding of the known world collided
with the celestial, and with that knowledge, my reality expanded to
include extra-terrestrial and unexplainable experiences. I was opening my
cosmic consciousness.
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Three

In the Sky on 9/11

Angels of the NYC Skyline
On September 11, 2001, I rushed to catch a flight from New Jersey to
Richmond, Virginia. I arrived around 8:30 am at a small, private airport
tucked in the rolling hills of Bedminster, NJ, only a few miles from my
home. It was a crisp and clear fall day, perfect weather for flying. There
was not a cloud in the sky.
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I was scheduled to board a private, twin-engine airplane and travel
directly to Richmond, where my mother was in hospice care. A few
months previously, I received a phone call from my sister informing me
that my mother's cancer had returned. She had battled endometrial
cancer two years ago, but she seemed to be doing well after the surgery.
This time, the doctors gave her 6 to 8 weeks to live, and she needed to be
moved to the hospice ward of a nursing home.
I knew that I must get to her immediately, but I was worried about how I
would arrive on time to help and still keep tabs on life back home. My
personal life and marriage were spiraling out of control. This bad news
had come within days of my husband's return from a Jamaica business
trip, and I had not had an opportunity to confront him about some
suspicious discoveries I uncovered while he was absent.
On top of this, my daughter was wrapping up her senior year of high
school and starting college in New York City. The fall semester of college
began for new first-year students at New York University in the first week
of September. Now, I had to face the fact I was an empty nester. After
dropping my daughter off at her dorm in the middle of Manhattan, I was
overwhelmed by the sudden silence and surrounding stillness in her
vacated room back home.
As with any parent, it was bittersweet for me to deliver my child to
college. However, since my daughter was an only child, those empty
feelings became unbearable. Not to dwell on these thoughts, I
immediately began to make travel arrangements to return to my mother
before it was too late.
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I was the only passenger on the airplane that morning. My husband had
reserved a space for me to travel in a private aircraft newly housed at this
general aviation airport where he had previously taken flying lessons. As
much as I had grown to dislike his passion for private aviation and
recreational flying, I agreed to fly privately that day to get to Richmond,
Virginia, as soon as possible.
My husband explained that he was unable to travel with me, as business
was still very demanding. Surprisingly, he had not found time to visit his
mother-in-law at all during the past summer months. Going alone now
was my standard method of travel.
A friendly, retired commercial pilot met me at the private runway and
helped me into the twin-engine plane ready for flight. The pilot handed
me the headphones to place over my ears. "Wearing these will help with
the noise, and you can listen in to the tower communications as we travel
through NYC airspace," he suggested.
I followed the pilot's instructions, strapped in with the seatbelt, and got
my headphones ready for the short flight. Take-off was quick and easy. I
closed my eyes to rest with the sounds of air traffic chatter in the
background. A few minutes later, he got my attention with a wave of his
hand toward his earphones. I opened my eyes and asked what was going
on? He answered that some idiot had flown into one of the Twin Towers
in New York. He suspected it was just another tiny plane, which had
gotten confused or disoriented in the busy airspace, but soon his
expression changed.
I began to pay closer attention to the discussions of the air traffic
controllers. Over the air, I heard that a commercial airplane had hit the
20
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second tower. I shivered, imagining the real impact of this statement. I
had witnessed history in the making.
My only thoughts were of my daughter, who was now residing in NYC,
and her safety. All commercial airplanes were immediately grounded, but
general aviation and private planes were still flying in New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia for another hour. Despite reports of more
terrorist attacks over Pennsylvania and the Washington DC area, my
experienced pilot carefully navigated us to Richmond, Virginia.
As I entered the airport, I caught a glimpse of the television as the second
tower went down. The enormity of the event struck me. It felt like I was
floating out of my body as I heard the awful truth. I had just left my
daughter in NYC for college; terrorists had attacked the city; I had just
flown through that air space in a tiny plane heading in the opposite
direction.
Everyone in the airport was silent, glued to that television. Our country
was basically at war with an unknown enemy. This fact brought fear to
all who had seen the collapse of the towers. It felt like everyone was in
mourning for the country's loss. On top of this immense sadness, I
carried the knowledge that my mother would be dying soon.
Over the next few days, my mother drifted in and out of consciousness.
Mostly she slept with the aid of pain medication. Finally, on the morning
of September 14, she woke up bright and recognized me with a smile. We
talked briefly, and then several of her old friends and relatives arrived for
a short visit. She combed her hair and tidied up to meet her guests. Their
reunion was lively, and laughter came from her room. I almost thought
she was getting better. After the family left, I positioned myself on her
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bed, and I suggested she take a rest since she had been awake for the entire
morning. I held her hand and watched as her breathing began to slow
down.
Within the hour, she passed peacefully. I could swear the light changed in
the room at the moment she took her last breath. It seemed like angels
had come to lift her off with an intense ray of sunlight. It was the first
time in my life that I was witness to the moment of death. The
experience was extraordinary and awe-inspiring. My sister and brother-inlaw were with me, and we all cried quietly. I commented that I was an
orphan now with both parents deceased. I was 51 years old but felt very
tired and worn out. In some ways, I envied my mom, leaving a
challenging life and moving on to more pleasure and peace in heaven.
We immediately began to make plans for her funeral and estate. We had
already started clearing her apartment at the request of the assisted living
center. It didn't seem kind that they demanded we clean up her
apartment and visit her in hospice simultaneously, but we did it. My
brother-in-law was a retired Army Colonel with a specialty in logistics
and transportation. Those skills came in handy. I was given the task of
cataloging and packing my mom's extensive antique doll collection.
No one in the family understood her compulsion to collect these dolls,
but I got her quirks more than the others, so I volunteered for this
intensive task. First, I covered each ceramic doll’s head with a tiny
newborn diaper for protection. Then, they were carefully packed and
assembled into my brother-in-law's town car for safekeeping. This
collection was her legacy, and I wanted to honor her by treating each doll
with total respect.
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The funeral was held at Woody’s funeral home in Richmond on
September 18, oddly my 29th anniversary and my last. My husband
arrived just in time to deliver the eulogy. He had a friendly relationship
with my mom, and his gift for public speaking made the event very
entertaining. He was a litigator by trade, and he was adept at capturing an
audience while telling a tale.
With the funeral behind me, now it was time to confront my problems
at home. First, I needed to get to the root of those unsettling discoveries
and gain control back into my life. Inevitably, I had to face significant life
changes.
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Four

The Lawyer's Wife

Life of Roses
I returned home from my mother's funeral and requested a few days off
from work at the county library system, where I was a reference librarian.
My boss kindly gave me a bereavement reprieve from my reference desk
duties. I was exhausted, and traveling had taken a toll on my health. The
stress of the last few months was overwhelming, and I was suffering from
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depression with the loss of my mother, the empty nest, and my
suspicions about my husband. I spent much time in bed and did not have
the energy to put on makeup or exercise in my usual manner. I looked in
the mirror and saw the reflection of a tired, lifeless middle-aged woman.
Just before my trip, I had come across some questionable credit card
statements. There were charges for dinners and hotels, but I was not at
those places. I thought we had a pretty good marriage. But, of course,
every long-term marriage has its ups and downs. We had been together
for twenty-nine years and rarely argued. We had enjoyed traveling to
many fabulous places over that time. However, recently the trips had
stopped. I wondered why.
My husband claimed that money was tight; clients were not paying on
time; the law office details kept him busy. As a result, he was putting in
much longer evening hours into the wee hours. My husband was a
prominent attorney in the community, well respected with a lucrative
personal injury, divorce, and family law practice. He even sat part-time
on the bench as a municipal judge.
We lived in a beautiful five-bedroom, Georgian colonial home in central
New Jersey. The property of almost two acres was located in new
development and included an in-ground pool. My neighbors lived in
similar mini-mansions. They were professionals, including doctors,
dentists, and other lawyers. Mostly, the wives stayed home and took care
of children, family, and home life. Everything appeared picture-perfect in
this life together, even down to our adorable red cocker spaniel puppy in
the yard.
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Several months earlier, my husband had taken a business trip to Jamaica
with a female client. I asked to join him on this trip, but he flatly refused,
using any excuse. This trip was just another of the many business
activities he had recently become involved in with her. These sidelines
had drained his energy and took time away from his steady clients and
regular law practice.
A few years ago, at my urging, he had accepted this case representing a
widow. Her deceased husband had owned a yogurt franchise chain
located in Jamaica. The widow was an acquaintance whose daughter
attended the same private school as my daughter. She and I had joined
efforts as homeroom mothers and gone for lunch together on a few
occasions.
The widow's husband had been a gentleman farmer in New Jersey with
various business ventures throughout Jamaica and North Carolina. It
shocked many in the prestigious Somerset Hills when this wholesome, fit
man died suddenly at such an early age in his mid-fifties. He had been
very athletic and kept good care of himself. He had visited his doctor for
a complete physical just a few weeks before he unexpectedly dropped
dead while horseback riding in a polo tournament.
His polo groom had offered him a sip from a canteen just minutes before
he surprisingly slumped over and became unconscious on his horse.
Everyone from this "postcard pretty" village of Peapack-Gladstone
attended the somber funeral. Parents, students, teachers, and even the
principal from his daughter's academy slowly walked past the open
casket to give their respects to this once strong equestrian. It seemed odd
to some that the widow had dressed her husband in his riding attire for
burial. It was also confusing why the widow was conspicuously absent
26
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from the event, but neither was the polo groom. Some whispered that
she must be too upset, while others shook their heads in disapproval.
Upon reviewing the will, the widow's accountant informed her that she
had NO money left. Her deceased husband had been leveraging credit
cards to keep up their lavish lifestyle. They owned a team of polo horses,
an estate home, and several BMW sedans. The millions she had expected
to receive from the estate were a mirage.
The accountant's advice was to get a job and sell as much as she could
quickly. The widow was at a loss about what to do with this shocking
turn of events. So being a friend, I suggested that my husband, a lawyer,
might assist her in settling this problem.
He took the case with no retainer and jumped into the ring like Robert
DeNiro in Raging Bull to prove that he could pull off a miracle. He had a
personal, long-standing bone to pick with the law office, which had
given her the bad news. That was over three years ago. He kept the bill
collectors at bay by legal tap-dancing with every loophole he could find.
This project had become so complicated; he assigned his legal secretary to
clear out any other client's files in the law library. The papers and records
for this case filled the entire room from top to bottom.
Since monetary payment for legal services was not possible, the widow
offered my husband other compensation. She gave him her husband's
BMW sedan, and he began wearing the dead man's shirts and ties, which
had been left unopened in designer-wrapped packaging. My husband's
physical appearance began to change.
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He tossed his heavy glasses aside after undergoing laser eye surgery. He
now stood at the mirror, worrying about excess weight around his belt
and often carefully examined circles under his eyes. A stranger reflected in
the mirror. He slowly became a dead man walking, living another man's
life, driving his car conducting his business affairs, and enjoying his wife's
company.
Strange dark coincidences also began to happen. When my husband first
drove the dead man's car home, a bizarre accident occurred right in front
of the automobile. A motorcyclist was hit and launched off the bike,
spinning in the middle of an intersection. His body continued to slide on
the pavement until his helmet lodged under the new BMW. Police
arrived and announced the biker was dead at the scene.
The dark forces continued to permeate his world. I recall one evening
after I had gone to the bedroom, he came up the stairs with a glass of
scotch, mumbling under his breath. The clanging of ice cubes against the
glass and his distraught mood woke me. I asked him what was going on?
He answered back that he had resolved all his problems downstairs in the
family room. The incarnation of the devil had appeared in the fireplace,
horns and all! "OK," I answered calmly, "Um, what did the devil say?"
"Well, the deal was simple, easy, and I accepted," he explained. "What deal
are you talking about?" I asked again, getting more than a little worried
about his mental state at this point. "I traded my soul for his milliondollar offer," he continued. Whole-body chills ran up my spine. "Oh no,"
I explained, "you must go back immediately and take that deal off the
table!" He continued to get ready for bed and never returned to revoke
the deal.
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Life at home had not been easy since he took this case, and more trouble
had now come to me. While resting at home following my mother’s
funeral, the phone rang with the caller id indicating our local bank was
calling. It was a small, friendly bank, so I picked up to answer. The bank
officer greeted me and gave his condolences. "I am sorry to bother you at
this time, but I need to alert you that you are in arrears with your home
equity line of credit."
Shock hit me because I was not aware of ANY home equity loan. I
couldn't remember ever requesting an additional mortgage; I wanted to
lower the mortgage. My heart sank as fear began to race out of control. I
will take care of that immediately. Could you send me the papers for the
loan in the mail? I seem to have lost the originals," I lied, I never saw the
originals.
I stalked the mailbox for two days before the bank papers arrived. My
husband had taken a $150,000 loan out while I was with my mom in
hospice. He had forged my signature. He didn't even try to change his
handwriting to pen my name. Without another word, I sat down on the
phone with my credit cards and bank statements. Before the afternoon
was over, I called each company to verify the balances and current
outstanding bills. I discovered that our credit cards were at the highest
limit. Our savings and IRA accounts were empty. Even my daughter's
college fund was gone. He left no money; my husband had been
leveraging credit cards to keep up HIS lavish lifestyle and forged my
name to take out more loans.
I decided to take the opportunity and visit his law office after hours on
my own. My key still fit, so it was easy to slip up the stairs to the primary
office. When I sat at his desk, there were legal files everywhere; stacks of
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folders lined the floor, covered the counter, and topped the credenza.
There didn't seem to be any system or order to the arrangement of these
papers. I realized that I had no idea what I was looking for or where to
find it, even if I did know what it might be. "This is going to be harder
than I thought," I winced.
After taking a deep breath, I asked for help from my mom. I prayed that
she was hanging out with me that evening and could offer guidance from
a higher perspective. Although she had just passed, I could sense her
presence with me that night. I guess she volunteered to be one of my
guides without even taking a little rest in heaven! It seemed like she was
there to help, to guide me, and uncover the truth.
In this silence, I got the message to look into the top left-hand drawer. I
slowly moved my hand to that spot and opened it. There was one folded
sheet of paper, which looked like a ledger or accounting printout. Upon
further inspection, I realized that it was a bank transfer record from my
husband's account to the widow's bank account. There were multiple
transactions of more than fifty-thousand dollars withdrawn over only a
few months. He was having an affair, and he was giving her lots of
money.
The next evening, I waited nervously with two papers in my hand, the
forged bank loan and the law firm reverse accounting sheet. I sat silently
at the table for hours, waiting for him to arrive home. Finally, I heard the
garage door engage and the engine of his car come to a stop. He quietly
entered the foyer just like any other evening. He immediately emptied
the notes and keys from his pockets onto the wet bar countertop. He
seemed startled and surprised to see me sitting at the table. I stared back
at him shaking. He immediately went to the bar and poured himself a
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vodka on the rocks. Interestingly, he had changed his favorite drink from
scotch to flavored vodka since he took the widow's case. Aha! that was
another glaring sign.
For the first time in my marriage, I stood in front of him, eye to eye, and
barked instructions. "Sit down." He obeyed and nodded. My voice
became lower and demanding with a monotone cadence. "You've been
having an affair. You've been giving her money, our money. You've forged
my name on documents. You've lied, and you have stolen from me. He
nodded again. What else do you want to tell me?" This time, I crossed
examined HIM. He answered quietly, "I'm sorry." His eyes lowered. He
continued with a stutter, "I didn't mean to cheat, but she kept throwing
herself at me, and finally, I couldn't hold back anymore. Now it's been
three years, and the whole situation just snowballed. She needed
someone to take care of her to fix her problems.
He never mentioned the fact that he had depleted our life savings in this
confession. However, he then clarified that the mortgage loan was to refit
a twin-engine airplane he had bought without my knowledge. It was the
same plane I had flown into Richmond just a few weeks before. Finally,
he took a deep breath and added in a whisper, "There's more." I wanted
to scream and sob simultaneously, but instead, I answered firmly,
"WHAT? I need to know everything," "OK," he responded with another
exhale.
"I dipped into the law firm's trust account once to cover her monthly
bills, but I put it back before anyone noticed." How could he not realize
the implications of this behavior? He had now crossed the line from
stealing from me to borrowing from his client's trust account. I feared he
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would continue this type of action in the future. He didn't seem to have
genuine remorse. I asked for a divorce the following day.
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Five

Denial and Divorce

Abyss
My life became an hourglass, and in a minute, up turned down. Just like
Alice in Wonderland, I saw the world as warped. Off-balanced, I lacked
solid ground. I often referred to these days as my Dark Night of the Soul.
This situation is when everything from the past fades, and the possibility
of a happy future seems dim, if not downright impossible. There was no
light at the end of the tunnel; no solutions, just floating in the dark was
my existence.
The process for our divorce went quickly at lightning speed. My
husband drafted the papers and claimed there were “causes” for the
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divorce to be processed rapidly. In other words, he represented both of us
in this case. I know it sounds ridiculous for me to have agreed to these
terms. But, the truth was I needed to exit this marriage as soon as
possible. Within three months, I was free of any entanglements with my
ex-husband, and with the illegal money laundering which he continued
within his law office accounts.
He needed that money to support his girlfriend. He knew it was just a
matter of time before being caught and prosecuted, but he could not
stop. That last round-up came about six months after our divorce was
final. I got a call from our old neighbors who had lived next door in the
mini-mansion development. They were retiring and wanted to sell their
home and move to a new gated community in the southern part of New
Jersey. They had hired my ex-husband to do their closing.
My previous neighbors were not aware of our divorce since we both had
relocated from that neighborhood. They were furious because their
escrow money was missing, and the purchase of their new house was not
going through due to this lack of funds. My ex-husband’s round-robin of
cash from one account to another had finally caught up with him, and he
was going to be caught red-handed.
It was unfortunate that I had to be the one to tell our old neighbors that
they had lost all their money. Although I had nothing to do with the law
office or my ex-husband, they continued to harass me and even came to
the library where I worked. No one could believe that a prominent
attorney with a beautiful home and family would just up and start
stealing money from his clients. Eventually, they did get some money
from a legal fund set up by the state to protect clients from lawyers who
illegally take funds or dabble in criminal activities.
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With this final transaction, my ex-husband resolved to turn himself in to
the authorities. There was no way he was going to escape prosecution. It
was better to step forward and take the punishment. The judge was
tough on him beyond what he expected. It seemed the judge wanted to
make an example of him because he had been a judge himself in
municipal court. His sentence was lengthy and in one of the worst
prisons in the state. At times the guards put him into solitary
confinement for his own protection. Since he had been a prosecutor and
judge over his legal career, his face was familiar to fellow inmates.
Several years later, after his release from jail, he reconnected with the
widow. They moved out of New Jersey, leaving his past behind. Despite
her previous monetary issues, she gave him a home, a new car, and an
airplane as a coming home gift. Where this money came from remains a
mystery.
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Six

My Library Theory of
Magnetism

Violet Flame of Transmutation
When my marriage collapsed and I uncovered the truth, I began to look
inward to reclaim any small fragments of me. Over the next year, I
attempted to glue myself back together. I moved to a much smaller
house, bought a fixer-upper car, and started to put my finances in order. I
learned to cut the grass and change a flat tire. I took on extra hours and
responsibilities at work at the library. I was too busy to process what had
just transpired in my life. Some days were still a struggle to get out of
bed.
Looking back, I felt like my life had been a lie. When the curtain fell on
the last act, I had nowhere to go, no new part to fill. Every aspect of my
previous existence had crashed against the wall of pain. For 30 years, I
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reflected on the needs of others around me. My titles included wife,
mother, teacher, helper, daughter-in-law, caretaker, good friend, and
listener. Now, I was no longer a wife or even a mom in the same way I
had been.
Many friends and some family members could not deal with the drama
of this divorce. They gradually stepped aside and left me alone to move
on with my life. My support system shrank, and my self-esteem tanked.
Honestly, I didn't even know ME or even care.
People often said I had been too nice, accommodating, and polite. I
needed to change my persona to a survivor, hard worker, and tough girl.
There was no room in my life for weakness. I begin to weld a takecontrol attitude. Setting boundaries was my goal. I was determined never
to allow someone to walk over me again. I needed to find my voice,
strength, and determination. I had let other people rule my life. Now I
was back at the beginning of the game, ready to discover the new me.
Not surprisingly, my health had suffered. My doctor offered no solution
short of a long list of prescriptions. There were antidepressants, antianxiety, and “anti-feeling anything” pills lined up on my bathroom
counter. I had moved twice and took on a full-time management
position at the library. Co-workers noticed a change in my energy and
demeanor. A sense of sadness and loss surrounded me. Even the library
night guard commented that I never seemed to smile anymore. He had
no idea of the backpack of pain I carried every day. I kept my personal life
situation as private as possible, but I knew something had to change
soon, or I would become seriously sick.
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Each morning while driving to work, I took a few minutes to speak out
loud to my dear, deceased mom. These sessions were a type of prayer for
me. I always felt her presence by my side. For the first time in my life, I
resorted to asking for help from God. I attended a Protestant Church,
but regular prayer was not a part of my daily routine. Now, I felt I needed
the assistance of a higher power, and my mom was my best friend on the
other side, so I confided in her. I looked to her for daily support. She
would have been appalled if she had known of my situation before her
death, but somehow, I felt she was aware of my need for her assistance
and companionship during this difficult time. I continued to speak out
loud to her under my breath as I pulled into the parking lot that day. I
asked her to help me find a way to relieve the stress in my life and find
peace.
My work on the reference desk was fast-paced and intense at times. In
addition, this location served as a hub and central clearing station for a
consortium of other smaller libraries in the area. The reference staff was
considered the brainiacs of the library system. The reference desk was a
circular raised podium located in the heart of the building, and there
were three librarians posted at all times. Library patrons lined up from 9
am to 9 pm with no break. There were questions about medical issues,
investments, childcare, starting a business, cooking, entertaining, local
history, law, homework, getting a job, writing a resume, and how to use a
browser and search engine. At the same time, there was a bank of public
Internet terminals that needed attention with restart, paper jams, and
security issues. Often it felt like a bakery with folks lined up waiting with
a service ticket.
Over the years, I noticed that this continuous flow of patrons magically
matched up with the staff on duty. It was completely random but seemed
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strangely synchronistic. Often someone would ask a question in which
the librarian had personal experience or was the staff expert. Surprisingly,
I would walk a patron to the bookshelves to find a book on the floor
open to precisely the right page with the needed information. It was
extraordinary but true. There seemed to be a magnetic force putting the
right book into that person’s hand.
This morning at 9 am, my first patron was a fit, small man carrying a
beige folder filled with typed papers. He approached me with concern in
his voice. “How can I help you?” I asked. “I am writing a book,” he
answered. “I have a publisher,” he continued. “Congratulations,” I
chimed in, but there was more. “I need to rework my entire bibliography
by next week, and I have lost all my references. Can you help me reclaim
my research?” His request was a significant task that would require hours
of personal attention. There was a lineup of other patrons who were
getting restless. “I can help you for 15 minutes today, but you will need to
come in every morning for several days to retrace your work.” He agreed,
and we began to rebuild his bibliographic details.
His book was an exhaustive collection of scientific studies on the medical
benefits of yoga. He was a scientist employed at Bell Labs, which was
located about 20 miles from this library. His passion was yoga, and he
had been a teacher of Iyengar Yoga for over a decade. He explained to me
that this style of yoga stressed proper alignment with the use of props
such as blocks and straps. Students would hold a pose or asana for about
5-10 minutes, breathing deeply into the muscles and joints. Eventually,
the body would relax, and the student would go deeper into the stretch.
I was impressed with his research skills and the studies he uncovered. He
left no stone unturned to prove his theory that yoga could change a
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person's physical body and the overall health and wellness of the yogi.
The scientific results included regular people who had been practicing
yoga for just a few months. The results were outstanding. At the end of
our week together as a research team, I got up the nerve to ask my new
friend a few questions. “Do you teach yoga nearby? I have been seeking a
way to manage stress. I am going through a tough time in my personal
life.” He told me that he was teaching early morning classes in a nearby
neighborhood known as The Hills. Excellent, I thought, since I had just
moved to that exact location. Spirit heard my prayers and answered in
such an unusual way.
I began taking Mel’s classes. I must admit it was a struggle to arrive on
time at 7:00 am twice a week. I found it challenging to hold the postures
for an extended time, sometimes for 10 minutes. My body was tight and
tense. Taking deep breaths did not come easy, and my mind would
wander to all my troubles during the class. One day I arrived late, and I
tried to slip my mat next to the wall unnoticed. Mel quietly walked over
to me and directed me to readjust the mat more aligned with the wall.
“Your mat is your world,” he commented, “so take time to make it
right.” He was changing my mindset, as well as my body.
Several years later, I came across some library reviews rating the best
books on holistic health. And here was my yogi/library patron’s book:
Physiological Handbook for Teachers of Yogasana by Mel Robin. His
book was at the top of the list as the definitive resource for yoga’s medical
benefits! So we had connected to assist one another at a significant
turning point in both of our lives. It was almost like a magnet pulled us
together that day.
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Eventually, I got physically more energetic, and my determination grew. I
started to try other teachers and different types of yoga. I began to look
forward to those early morning classes. When I started with a yoga class,
the days were better, and I handled difficult situations with less anxiety. I
lost weight and began to have more self-pride. Even the guard at the
library commented that I was finally smiling! Some people in the classes
said my story was an inspiration, and I should teach others how to turn
their lives around after a bad personal situation.
After about two years of regular yoga practice, I enrolled in yoga teacher
training and became certified as an instructor. My goal was to help other
women over 50 get fit and find peace of mind. My specialty became
“Chair Yoga” for those who have had surgery or other physical
limitations. I often told my students that yoga saved my life, and that is
true. If I had not found a healthy way to relieve the stress and tension
after my divorce, 911, and the aftermath, I could not imagine what kind
of physical illness I might be facing today. Yoga offered me a safe way to
process my emotions, go inward to find peace, expand my spiritual
consciousness, and begin to love myself.
Living the yogic lifestyle became my goal. I was on a quest for peace and
serenity. I discovered an ashram located in Virginia’s foothills, near where
my mom had lived as a child. I read the brochure describing their
weekend classes and retreats. I packed my car to discover how to live as a
yogi, if only for a weekend. I continued to pray with my mom during the
6-hour car ride. I thanked her for her help that morning going to work
when I was feeling so bad. It felt like she had magically maneuvered Mel
into my life that day.
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I turned off the highway and followed signs for Buckingham, Virginia.
As a child, my mom often insisted we go to Buckingham to visit the
cousins. It was never my favorite destination. Miles of rolling hills and
the smell of cows made these childhood trips seem exceptionally long
and far away from Richmond, where we lived. Today, it was a different
story. I rolled down the top of my convertible and took in the spring air,
cows, and all!
My GPS failed to notice the small wooden sign nailed onto a tree,
indicating the ashram. My phone bars were down to one-half a bar, and
there would be no phone calls for my entire stay. Luckily, I caught the
handmade sign to turn onto a dirt road, and I began my journey for 10
miles. At the fork, I turned right toward a church off the road. I wanted
to take a break from the bumpy dirt road. I got out to stretch my legs and
walked over to the cemetery next to the church. I gasped when I read the
names on the tombstones. This cemetery was my family burial site where
my grandmother, aunts, and cousins now rested. What an interesting
coincidence? I was not aware that any deceased relatives might be at this
location. I think my mom was guiding the direction of my car to
reconnect with my ancestors. It was a strange turn of events. My
destination of “Yogaville” was just down the street from the deceased
cousins. Life does make full circle sometimes.
I arrived at the door in time for dinner at the ashram, hoping for a buffet
of organic fruits and vegetables, but, sadly, it was a fasting night. Coffee
was restricted, and only herbal tea would be available to drink. Famished
and disappointed, I found my way to the dorm-style room, which was to
be my home for a few days. I opened the window of my room and took a
deep breath. The air was fresh and clean. Silence surrounded me, and a
deep sense of peace came over me. The land of this ashram ran next to the
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James River. It was also where my ancestors had lived, farmed, and raised
their families. I was home in a very unpredictable way.

Yogaville
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Seven

Glad to be in Gladstone

Peaceful Pond
With the addition of yoga into my life, things were getting better for me
daily. I was feeling powerful and determined. Soon I was able to purchase
a tiny house on a lake. It came to me as if by magic. A co-worker
mentioned that a summer cottage had just become available in a nearby
secluded lake community. The lake was named Sunset Lake. A perfect
spot to retreat. I went to check it out that afternoon. It was about 800
square feet and had low ceilings. I am 5’2,” so the height distance was no
problem for me, but if anyone over 6 feet arrived at the door, they
needed to be very careful! Located across the street from a babbling
brook, I called it my “Snow White Cottage.” There were only two
bedrooms and one bath to be shared, but the previous owner had been a
decorator, so the entire house had custom draperies and matching highend French wallpaper. Often in the morning, deer wandered in the
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backyard. It was the ideal hideaway for me after a long day at work, and it
allowed me the privacy and protection I still sought.
The good luck continued as I was selected to take over a director
position in one of the systems' smaller library branches. My new job was
in the small town of Peapack-Gladstone, NJ. The Erie Lackawanna
Railroad came to an end at Peapack. Many residents used this means of
transportation to commute to New York City. Most residents were in the
upper tax bracket of a very politically conservative neighborhood. You
might call them entitled. Most never carried their library cards, so my
first task as director was to memorize all 2500 residents’ names and their
reading preferences. The mayor stopped in for a personally brewed cup
of coffee each morning. The police chief had a crush on the children’s
librarian, so he was always available for local information. PeapackGladstone was a small town at its best!
The staff was a fantastic group of well-educated and talented individuals.
Their collective knowledge base ranged from southwest adobe
construction, American Indian archeology, recipes for pineapple-upside
cake, the details of every Harry Potter book ever written, the author,
Janet Evanovich’s personal phone number, storytime in Spanish, local
history, and small-town politics. Along with the Friends of the Library,
we were the team selected to help build a new library for this community.
The library was currently in an old school where the elementary
classrooms had been, and my office had been the girls' bathroom a long
time ago. Unfortunately, the plumbing remained under my desk.
A door-to-door canvas brought in over $500,000. One resident wrote
out a check for $25,000 to ensure an adequate childrens' reading room.
The property for the new library, along with furnishings and equipment,
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was donated. Even with this help, the budget was still short at about
$50,000. Finally, architectural renderings were ready for review, and a
vote went out to the community for a referendum. This final act would
increase taxes by $200.00 a year per household to cover the financial gap.
I was shocked when this referendum did not pass! How could that
possibly have happened? Everyone in this affluent community could
afford that amount of money; a Broadway show ticket was more; a
round of golf at the new Trump golf course, located in that same town,
was more. I was devastated by the loss. This project was to be the swan
song of my career. I sulked and slumped around the old dusty stacks for
days. A few weeks later, I came to grips with the town’s decision to stay
in the old library. I could not get my old zest for life back as hard as I
tried, and I felt lost again. Yoga was not enough to help this time. I
needed a new method to heal this disappointment.
During a system-wide Library Staff Development Day, I was lucky
enough to experience Reiki for the first time. The purpose of most
workshops that day was to educate staff on how to manage software or
training in library research skills. However, the sister of another librarian
offered the Reiki workshop. Her session was about new ways to relax
and handle stress through this energy healing modality. A relaxation
technique sounded terrific, so I signed up for this event over the other
more technical and demanding classes.
Most outsiders believed that a library workplace was a tranquil and calm
setting where staff could read while waiting for patrons to arrive casually.
This notion was far from the truth. At times, I often felt a degree in
social work or communications would have served me better than the
master's degree in library science I was required to obtain. Public libraries
are open to the public all day; many people come with various problems
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and issues. Sometimes patrons can be demanding and rude or angry and
aggressive. Library staff never know what the next patron may require.
As I entered the meeting room, I noticed the chairs arranged in a large
circle. It looked like a discussion group was going to be conducted, but
no one was talking. Everyone took their seats and silently waited for
instructions from the Reiki master/teacher. We all looked a little timid,
wondering about this energy stuff. She spoke softly about how energy
circuits ran through our bodies, and at specific points, there were chakras
or energy centers. Finally, she agreed to demonstrate a quick burst of
Reiki over each of our heads to experience this practice in person. I had
my doubts, but the chance to sit quietly and wait my turn was a welcome
respite from a day with lots of library database lingo and training.
Finally, Aggie, the presenter, stepped behind me and gently placed her
hands over my head. Immediately, I felt the heat building up in her hands
and a magnetic pull that made my hair stand up straight. “How did she
do that?” I thought. After the presentation, I waited to talk to her
privately. “I don’t know what you just did, but I want more,” I told her.
“I have been under a lot of stress at work and home recently,” I
continued. “Can you help me?” I booked an entire session with her for
the next week. Surprisingly, she agreed to come to my house for a healing
appointment.
That day I was nervous about having a stranger come to my home. I had
been very discreet about my problems. I never talked about home issues
at work or even with most friends. I felt it was best to hold back on my
feelings. I was great at stuffing my emotions. Truthfully, I was afraid that
if I started to talk, there would be no end in sight, and I probably would
begin to cry and never stop. Pure terror was the thought.
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Aggie arrived right on time with her portable massage table. We set it up
in my living room overlooking the lake, and I laid down with a light
blanket, ready for my first Reiki session. First, she cleared the space by
burning sage and lighting a candle. She said this process would remove
any unwanted energies or spirits. Then, she worked her way around the
table, moving her hands lightly above my body. It was a very peaceful
experience, and I felt amazing afterward. She told me that she had a few
messages for me from my spirit guides. They said soon I would be
getting a few new guides to help me at work. I was being watched over
and given guidance, but I needed to pay more attention to their signs
from above. Grin! I asked her to come back the next week to share this
discovery with another friend who also had family issues and needed
healing.
I immediately called my good friend, Susan, whose life surprisingly
duplicated mine. We had lived on the same street in Warren, New Jersey,
with large matching houses, in-ground pools, and Italian lawyer
husbands. Strangely her marriage broke up at the same time as mine was
unraveling. The circumstances were oddly similar. I often told her I
would immediately start writing my own will if I saw her obituary in the
paper. Admittedly, I would be next. I invited her to my house for the
next Reiki session. She suffered from terrible stress, which had started to
exhibit physically in the form of irritable bowel syndrome, nervous
anxiety, and debilitating migraine headaches. She had to drive weekly
into New York City for treatments and shots to cope with this problem.
Like me, Susan found relief in the Reiki treatments. We continued to
book double sessions for a few more months. Finally, Aggie suggested
we learn to do this kind of healing work to help each other stabilize our
stress. We attended classes and became attuned to level 1 Reiki, which
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allowed us to work on family, friends, pets, and ourselves for stress
reduction.
At night, I would sit with a cup of tea and perform a short Reiki session
for myself. I would place my hands on the crown of my head and take a
few deep breaths. Reiki in and breathe out. I moved my hands down my
body to the throat, chest, and heart; finally, I stopped at the abdomen
and legs. At each stop along the way, I would continue to connect the
breath with the vision of white light entering my body and clearing any
stuck trauma from the day. My co-workers at the Peapack-Gladstone
Library commented on my newfound ability to manage the ups and
downs of work so smoothly. The loss of the new library construction
project faded into the past, and I no longer wished it to become a reality.
My interests had gone inward for self-realization.
My swan song would become more about living daily in a peaceful place
with kind people surrounding me. The ego that first needed a big project
stepped back, and the soul stepped up to take the stage. When my
colleagues asked about my Reiki training, I offered to share a short
sample session with them at lunchtime. My new career as an energy healer
was in the incubation phase.
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Eight

Southern Comfort

Angelic Ladies with Hats
Despite having lived in New Jersey for over 30 years, I still wanted to
consider myself a southerner. Rarely were my southern roots mentioned
in social circles, and often strangers thought I was Italian, just like my
husband. After all, my married name was Italian, and I had dark hair and
brown eyes. I learned to cook all the family favorites, including Italian
foods for the holidays. I could even pronounce the names of some
vegetables by their Italian labels. I immersed myself in this ethnic way of
life.
Often at family gatherings, my in-laws would slip into speaking Italian at
the dinner table. At the beginning of my marriage, I would become upset
with this isolation from the conversation. I suspected they were talking
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about me, but soon I came to understand that this tradition was a
comfort to those who had Italian as their native language. They were far
from the motherland, and living in the United States was a choice, but it
did not always feel like home.
I related to this displaced feeling, yearning to get back to my native roots.
I was born in Virginia and never thought about living anywhere else;
until one day, I was swept off my feet and landed in New Jersey! I often
told people that I had been kidnapped and remained in confinement for
decades. This comment usually aroused a chuckle as New Jersey is often
the brunt of comedy and ridicule. However, the truth was that I lived in
the best part of New Jersey, where there were rolling hills, mansions,
BMWs, and very long driveways, but my heart was still in the south.
My sister and her husband had traveled all over the world with his work
in the military. Upon retirement, they decided to move to Wilmington,
North Carolina, a historic river town near the beach. There were several
military installations in the vicinity, which offered them the benefits of
military retirement. So they purchased a home in a gated community
with a golf course, a country club, and two private swimming pools
alongside the tennis courts. It was a dream come true.
A few years after my divorce, I decided to visit them for Christmas and
escape the wintry weather of New Jersey for a week. They proudly took
me on a tour of the town. First, there was the Cape Fear River and two
bridges in the historic downtown area, which led to the up-anddeveloping outskirts of Leland, NC. That weekend there were beautiful
landmark homes open for the Holiday Candlelight Tour. Numerous
four-starred restaurants lined the river walk, and the weather was in the
low 70’s. Next, they offered me some time to relax at the beach, and we
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drove to Wrightsville Beach, which was only 15 minutes away. There
were young college surfers out that afternoon and lots of vacationers
walking on the beach. A brand-new outdoor shopping mall was the final
stop, where we had ice cream and wandered around to purchase a few
remaining gifts. We were wearing sweaters, and yes, we needed no snow
boots. The NC natives were wearing flip-flops to defy any sign of winter.
At that moment, I made a life-changing decision. I was going to quit my
job, leave New Jersey, and move south to the land of sweet tea. I was
ready to sell my tiny house on the lake and, in exchange, purchased a
roomy townhouse in Leland, NC. Of course, a few details needed action,
but the vision was clear to me, and the seeds of destiny were now in
motion.
A week later, I returned to work at the Peapack-Gladstone Library. With
a renewed desire to find a new life, I began to feel optimistic. In
preparation, I ordered a year subscription to Southern Living Magazine.
Each evening after work, I would breeze through the design pages and
carefully read all the recipes. I began to remember what it meant to be a
southerner. Coconut cake and biscuit recipes were a necessity. I practiced
baking both in my spare time.
To finalize this plan, I would have to secure an early retirement package
from the library system. I went to the state public employee retirement
website and began to input the necessary data. This gamble was like
going to Atlantic City and playing the slot machines. Let’s see over ten
years in one job and fifteen in another system with the right age and push
the magic button on the page. The numbers went round and round,
finally stopping at the proposed retirement date. I only had three more
months before the final time! I began to do a happy dance in my tiny
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office with the plumbing hidden under the desk. Other staff heard me
and tapped on the doorframe. There was no door in place, so they caught
me skipping and singing, “Oh, Happy Day.”
The next challenge was going to be selling the Snow White Cottage. It
would take an exceptional, short person to fall in love with this idyllic
spot. I hired a friend and her boyfriend, both real estate agents, who
specialized in the area. As a team, one was the buyer’s agent. The other
acted on behalf of the seller. Real estate law did not allow the same agent
to “double-dip.” There were several open houses over the next few
months. Lookers came by, but no genuine buyers showed an interest.
Time was running out. I was losing patience with the realtors. I was
afraid they were kicking back with our friendship as a fallback if no sales
came forward.
In the meantime, I was having dreams of Wilmington, North Carolina,
soon becoming my new home. It seemed like I was being given
instructions at night about arranging the real estate transaction. This
experience was weird because my father, now deceased, had been a realtor
in Richmond, Virginia. I swear one night, he came to me in a dream and
told me to dump the “team” and give them an ultimatum. One more
week and an open house, or else I was going to hire a new agent. This
message from spirit was severe. Time was of the essence.
The next day, I called my friend/agent and told her about the dream, and
I was bound to follow my father’s instructions. I needed to sell this house
as soon as possible. So I gave her and her boyfriend one more week to sell
the house, or else I would dump them. Sorry to be so blunt, but I was
following my Dad’s deadline. They complied with my request but with
an attitude.
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During the open house, a recently divorced contractor walked into the
cottage and loved it. Any of the problems brought on by an old house
were not an issue for him as he had the skills to make repairs. The tiny
two-bedroom cottage was perfect for him and his son, who would only
be visiting on the weekends. Fortunately, It was a cash deal, and I
transferred the title on March 15, 2007.
On the day of my move, there was a major blizzard in New Jersey. The
moving truck had to put chains on the tires to get up the driveway.
Loading the van took twice as long since ice and snow kept piling up. I
felt that storm was some omen for me to get out of Dodge fast. I could
not wait to get a “move on” back to the south and warmer weather, less
stress, and more peaceful life.
According to Wikipedia: “The United States housing bubble was a real
estate bubble affecting over half of the U.S. states. Housing prices peaked
in early 2006, started to decline in 2006 and 2007, and reached new lows
in 2012. On December 30, 2008, the Case–Shiller home price index
reported the most significant price drop in its history.”
It seems I avoided the housing crash by selling so soon into 2007. Prices
in my neighborhood plummeted about 60 days later. I still feel that my
prophetic dreams about selling my house were a forewarning of this real
estate bubble burst. I got a fair price and moved on to my new life as a
southerner once again.
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Nine

Daughter's Dilemma

Winds of Change
When our daughter returned home for Christmas from her first semester
at college, she faced a life-changing situation. Our daughter was unaware
of her father’s affair or the soon-to-be divorce of her parents. These
events were shocking to her system, and frankly, she did not take the
news very well. At some level, she wanted her home and family to remain
the same no matter the consequences. She lashed out at both of us
because she was furious at the significant changes in her life. There were
many argumentative and angry outbursts during that holiday break. She
left to go back to the city earlier than expected and refused to return until
the fighting had subsided.
She was upset and sad about the loss of her family. As a result, her
behavior was reactive and destructive. She turned to substances and
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negative people for solace. She blamed everyone involved and withdrew
into a deep state of depression.
Despite the problems at home, she got excellent grades finishing her
communication studies a semester earlier. She packed up and drove to
Florida to room with an old high school friend. She rarely returned to
New York or New Jersey to visit anyone. She found work in the
architectural business and quickly had a boyfriend who kept her busy.
The difficulties between her Dad and I were not her fault or her problem.
Staying away was her best course of action.
Gradually as time passed, she tried to rebuild a relationship with both of
us. To be fair and balanced with her time, she would share holidays
between households. Underneath it all, she was sick and tired of the
whole situation.
Her health began to reflect her exhaustion and fatigue. She developed an
autoimmune disease, and the depression continued. She tried to find a
doctor who might help, but no one had a definitive diagnosis. Finally,
she set out by herself to research her symptoms and uncover a solution.
Eventually, she returned to NYC for a better job opportunity working in
real estate and business development. She enjoyed the vibe of the city and
immersed herself in the metropolitan lifestyle. However, making a living
in New York required a lot of socializing and stress. She worked very hard
and played hard, but her health issues only got worse.
In the end, she left New York to live a quieter, more peaceful life back in
Florida with a few stops in NC to stay with me. I wanted to offer her a
safe landing place to regroup whenever life was just too demanding.
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Although I meant well, she sometimes resented my assistance. She
pushed hard to remain self-sufficient.
She always found music as a source of comfort. Throughout the days of
our divorce, she consistently went to singing, songwriting, and playing
music to deal with her emotions. Eventually, she decided to study yoga
and sound healing to help others cope with trauma and auto-immune
disease.
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Stormy Dunes

Ten

Part 2 - Angelic Help

Watching From Above
For years, I was pretty mad at God for allowing things to run amuck in
my life. While healing trauma, I came to realize I was not alone on this
journey. There were ancestors, angels, and other celestial beings waiting
to lend a hand. However, when I began reading books on the soul and
our life purpose, I came to realize that the real problem was I had
forgotten to ASK for help.
These beings were limited in how much they could intervene without
my request and permission. Who knew? In the beginning, I would ask
for simple things like a good parking space, but soon I decided to test the
waters. I wondered how much these angels could pull off on my behalf.
WOW, the miracles became a daily occurrence. The following chapters
tell the details of these fantastic gifts.
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Angels of the Book of Life
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Eleven

Painting with the Angels

Choir of Angels
My new home in North Carolina was a brand-new townhouse. The
sunroom had tall windows, and the morning light was perfect for a quiet
coffee and meditation. I met a few neighbors who recently moved from
New Jersey as well. The neighborhood was a gated resort with palm trees
and waterways throughout. Residents could kayak or go fishing from a
stocked lake, and there were paved bike paths that covered miles of
pristine, manicured property. In the center of the development was a
private clubhouse. In addition, there was an Olympic-sized swimming
pool and gym on the premises. I was in heaven.
I was able to find yoga students on my street who were interested in
gentle classes. So once a week, I offered an introductory beginner class in
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my sunroom. I shared my interest in yoga and Reiki, made friends, and
got cash all at the same time. It was a win-win.
On Sunday mornings, I regularly met my sister and brother-in-law, and
we would explore restaurant opportunities for brunch. My niece, their
daughter, moved to the area from Atlanta. My daughter came for a few
extended visits and loved the nearby beaches. In addition, a close
girlfriend from New Jersey came to visit me and announced that she was
planning to move to the same development within a few years. She asked
me to help her with new home selections and plans for her building
project. Thus, I was making North Carolina home and connecting with
family, new and old friends.
With more free time, I decided to start painting again. The sunroom
would be a perfect makeshift art studio. Back in college, I had majored in
art history with some studio art experience. I had painted with acrylic
paint, but the drawback with acrylic was it would dry very fast and often
had a hard edge to the lines. Oil paint offered a softer blending but was
messy. I headed to the local art supply store for new supplies, paints,
brushes, and canvases. In the decades of my painting absence, an
improved slow-drying fixative was developed to alleviate this dilemma. I
purchased a large container of this new medium and headed home to
experiment. Before the term “acrylic pour” became popular, I invented
the technique.
I settled in with plastic papers on the floor of my sunroom, laying down
a new canvas. As I stirred the loose fixative and poured abstract colors in
sections on the surface, the acrylic paints began to flow together in a
ribbon of green, blue, and yellow. I added a large dollop of silver tint in
the middle. I stirred the silver with a paint stick, shook the canvas to
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blend, and left the piece to dry slowly by the window. This technique
was an experiment with no form or figure planned out.
I left the room and went to the kitchen to make myself a coffee and chat
with my daughter, visiting from NYC for a few days. When she was
younger, she also enjoyed the family tradition of arts and crafts. We
shared a mother-daughter bonding in this activity. She entered the
sunroom to inspect my abstract handiwork. I heard her take a deep
breath in the sunroom.
“What is wrong?” I asked from the kitchen. “Mom, come here now!
Your painting has a full-blown angel in the middle of the canvas.” After
my daughter’s cry to come and witness the angel, I quickly returned to
the sunroom. Sure enough, there was a strange image of an angel in the
middle of my painting. It looked like a negative photograph with a silver
angel being the reverse image burned into the blue-green background. I
stood dumbfounded and unable to move. How did this happen? Was it a
complete accident, or did some angel help me out by adding a figure to
the piece at the last minute?
I never saw an angel with my eyes open as my mother had encountered.
My mother loved angels. She often wore small pins in the shape of cupids
or angels on her jacket lapels. She could see ghosts and other entities like
fairies, etc. It was usual for her to talk about her dreams and the beings
who came to her at night. Most folks in the family rolled their eyes when
she started with her description of angels, but I always listened. She often
told a story of when she was a young girl, orphaned, and alone. Then, a
guardian angel appeared and gave her love, security, and a feeling that
everything would be safe.
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Sometimes while practicing Reiki, I became aware of the energy and the
feeling of other beings in the room, assisting in the healing sessions. I
often felt tingling and a light magnetic pulling in my hands. I would see
blurry colors in the shape of figures when my eyes were closed.
Occasionally, it seemed like someone would touch my shoulder or the
top of my head during a session. Sometimes after a Reiki session, my
friends would recount a vision they had seen. I would follow up by
painting the images and offering them the canvas.
After the first angel apparition, I looked closer for faces hidden in the
paintings I created. Some of these faces looked like my mom’s antique
dolls. They would smile or wink in the background of leaves or flowers.
Some had elongated heads or fairy-like qualities. It became a game to find
them hidden behind branches or clouds. Was I losing my mind? Finally, I
began to believe that I was painting with angels.
I decided to research this phenomenon. I discovered that this type of art
was called Visionary Art. Back at the turn of the 20th century, an artist
named Rudolph Steiner created a Veil Painting technique using
watercolor paints. Thin veils of color were applied over one another,
allowing figures or images to appear. The paint acted as a vehicle for
visions to develop miraculously.
I enjoyed painting angels so much I began to call myself a “Visionary
Artist”. I would close my eyes and let the brush just run away with the
colors. There was an energy connection between the colors and the gold
or silver touches, I would add.
Since my visionary angel experience, I have met many others who have
had instructions from the higher realms. On one occasion, I casually met
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another angel artist in a metaphysical shop. She also received messages
from the angels as she drew their images onto paper. Like me, the angels
came to her unexpectedly with vital information to share. We were here
to convey these messages of love from the angels through art and creative
endeavors. No matter what trauma I might have experienced in the past, I
found peace and healing by painting angels.

Angel Apparition
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Twelve

Visions- The Blue Spiral

Hands Around the Earth
I woke up early that Saturday in late 2012, ready for a demanding yoga
class. I wanted to get stronger with a session that would challenge me,
make me sweat, and grow physically more robust. This power yoga class
was just the ticket.
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A young man, who was also a physical therapist, taught the class. He
knew how to make the body move. He was tough, but he offered lesser
challenging poses for anyone who needed to knock it down a notch. I
often took his suggestions and opted for the less demanding choices.
Today, I was determined to do every single challenging pose. I was feeling
great.
Upon entering the yoga studio, I noticed primarily women and men in
their early 30's. I was well past that by a couple of decades. Many were
wearing costly yoga attire with matching headbands or yoga mats. My
mat was five years old with some paint stains on it from when I used it to
support a wet canvas. My outfit consisted of stretched-out yoga pants
and a grey tee shirt. My desire to achieve my goals was still strong, despite
the odds that the others in the class would probably outdo me. This
Ashtanga yoga flow class included power jumping! "I might have bitten
off too much," I quietly mumbled.
Ninety minutes later, I was exhausted. I had powered through most of
the top-level poses in the class, but by the time the others were going for
headstands, I was ready for a child's pose or, better yet, a dead man's pose.
Yes, the last part of a yoga class was called Savasana, or the dead man's
posture. This final position was where you lay down on the mat with a
blanket over your body and, if you wish, a washcloth over your eyes to
block out light. This final resting phase usually lasted 10-15 minutes and
allowed the body to process all the class’s completed work. Savasana
provided time to relax and reset the muscles. I happily went into that
supine posture down on my mat. I needed to regroup. Occasionally,
people would almost fall asleep or start snoring. I was tired but would
never let myself fall asleep. I liked to go into a trance state of serenity.
Besides, I did not want to snore and embarrass myself.
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I closed my eyes with a small pillow over them and felt every muscle go
limp. My breathing slowed down, and I started to see motion in my third
eye, the area between the eyebrows. Some metaphysical people claimed
that was a gateway for vision into another realm. I often saw colors in this
location when I was in meditation or very relaxed. "Cool," I thought, "I
just saw a flash of neon blue."
The blue swirls began to form into the shape of a spiral that was turning
clockwise. In about a minute, the coil switched direction and went into
the opposite counterclockwise direction. A few seconds later, it appeared
to become three-dimensional and extended outward toward my eyes.
"Wow, this is getting strange," I thought, but there was a part of me
enjoying the show. The Technicolor movie continued as hands appeared
from behind the spiral, and the circles began looking like the earth.
Then, those hands reached around the globe and gave the planet a huge
hug. Orbs and butterflies appeared in the background, and the earth
transformed again into the belly of a pregnant woman.
At that moment, the instructor said that we needed to wake up calmly,
and the class would be ending. However, I did not want to leave my
vision and all the beauty and colors surrounding me. Gradually, I gave in
and began to wiggle my feet and hands to come back to reality. Finally,
the vision faded, and I was shocked at my out-of-body experience. It felt
like a near-death experience, described by many patients in surgery who
almost died on the operating table. I noticed a few tears on my face. I
wondered if I had found a gateway to another realm.
I was curious if anybody else had a strange experience during their quiet
time. I asked a few yogis if anything unusual had happened to them
during Savasana. “It was great, very relaxing,” was the response I got. No
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one had seen the blue spiral, the earth turning into a pregnant belly or
orbs and butterflies? Oh my, what is going on? Just for your
information, I had never taken drugs of any kind. Friends joke about my
squeaky-clean reputation. Honestly, that experience was as close to a
hallucination as I have ever seen. I knew there was an important message
for me to remember. I decided to paint the vision right away before my
memory faded, and I forgot what had just transpired.
I drove my convertible immediately to the closest arts and crafts store. I
purchased the most massive canvas I could fit into the back seat with the
top down. I also got a giant container of blue paint, some pink and white
tubes, and some new brushes. I rushed home and set up in my sunroom. I
started to move in a circular motion as I laid down the blue into a spiral
design. I used my own outlined hand for the hugs around the earth. I
added the butterflies and orbs to the background. It was the best
estimation of that vision I could put down on canvas. I wanted to share
this outrageous experience with everyone, but I was a little concerned
they might not believe me. Worse, they may call me crazy. I kept the
enormous painting in hiding for months.
I discovered that the spiral is an ancient, sacred symbol representing life’s
journey or expansion, creativity, and growth with some quick research. It
is often associated with the goddess and divine feminine, fertility, and the
womb. In art throughout history, the spiral was used to depict nature
and is carved into caves by primitive artists. The golden spiral circle was
used by the great masters of the Renaissance for symmetry and balance,
reflecting the Fibonacci Sequence of ratio. The predictions for December
2012 were about endings, catastrophic disasters, and death. If my vision
was a warning, then precisely the opposite was coming to earth. My mind
was expanding to new possibilities, and the feelings were all about love.
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My church attracted very open-minded people and often sponsored
healing arts events. About a year after the blue spiral experience, I noticed
in the church bulletin a shout-out for artists to demonstrate at the
upcoming healing arts weekend. I nervously signed up, ready to share my
visual experience for the first time. I wanted to go public and tell people
the truth about what I had seen and the meaning of the vision to me. The
message was that the earth was in trouble. It needed our help to birth a
new existence, a better place with more love and hope for the future.
My presentation was well-received, and my debut as a real artist was
exciting. I had come out of the closet, and there was no holding me back.
Within a few months, I was doing even more presentations about
visionary art. I displayed my artwork, including the Blue Spiral, at a local
metaphysical show. I spoke to a group of fellow energy workers in
nearby Southport, NC. I loved to tell interested people about my Blue
Spiral painting and my life-changing event lying on a simple yoga mat.

Angel Painting Presentation
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Buterfly Tranformation
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Thirteen

Soul Searching in Santa Fe

Christmas in New Mexico
The weeks leading up to December 21, 2012, were filled with predictions
of doom. Every evening, the news reported on the ancient Mayan
prophecies of end times at hand. “How could the world get any worse?”
I thought. There was so much corruption, killing, and evil on earth right
now; the end times might be a relief. Sadly, I don’t think I was the only
person to feel this way either. It seemed like we had reached the end of
the road, and no one knew what might lie ahead for humanity.
With these impending forecasts, I kept up with daily life the best I could.
I was painting whenever possible, and the angels were my favorite
subjects to capture on canvas. I took photos with my phone of each
creation but kept the process and subject matter to myself. I was reluctant
to announce to the world that angels were assisting me with my painting
projects. It just seemed too unbelievable and frankly weird to confess. So
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these paintings were my secret and possibly would remain private
forever.
At the same time, I was feeling the urge to travel. I had reconnected with
an old friend from high school now living in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He
offered me a spare room and agreed to be a personal tour guide if I could
find a way to get there. I loved the west. I had been to Colorado several
times on skiing adventures and visited Sedona, Arizona, but I had never
seen Santa Fe. Moreover, the desert might be a nice change from the
winter months on the east coast. I grappled with the decision to go or
not, but finally, I made the ticket reservations on a whim one night when
I could not sleep.
I arrived at the Albuquerque airport around December 18. It was a
beautiful day with clear skies, and the temperature was very mild. My
friend and I quickly reconnected after over 40 years of separation, and
our friendship seemed back on track like no time had transpired. He
showed me the hot spots of Santa Fe, including art galleries, museums,
and great southwest restaurants. We traveled to explore local shopping
and canyons. The highlight was the breathtaking Ojo Caliente Mineral
Springs Resort & Spa, where travelers came to the sacred hot springs.
Christmas candles in brown bags called luminaries decorated the adobe
buildings. I was captivated with awe. This trip was the best Christmas
present I had received in a very long time.
After a few glasses of wine one evening, I confessed to my friend about
the angel paintings. I showed him the photos on my phone and told him
how the silver angel appeared out of the blue on the first painting. He
laughed and said that was normal for Santa Fe. In fact, his next-door
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neighbor also painted angels. He agreed to arrange an introduction for
the two of us to meet.
The following evening, we arrived at the neighbor’s house with a few
holiday gifts and a bottle of wine for the hostess. She swung the door
wide and hugged both of us like family. Her adobe home was ready for
Christmas, with tiny trees in every corner of the room. Angel ornaments
sprinkled each tree top to bottom. There were books about art and
angels filling her bookcases. A fire was burning in the kiva fireplace, and
the smell of baked cookies came from the kitchen. “Now, I know what
heaven is like,” I thought. “I never want to leave.”
After dinner, our conversation turned to art. I told the hostess that I was
experiencing unusual figures in my artwork. I showed her some of my
paintings from the photos on my phone. She announced that I had
qualified for a personal tour of her art studio in the back of the property.
Having a connection with angels was my entrance fee. She left the main
house to set up the studio gallery for my visitation. A few minutes later,
she returned and took me by the hand to walk down the 108 steps that
led to her painting studio. She had called in an architect from New York
trained in sacred geometry to build this small space on American Indian
ground. He incorporated these ancient designs and provided a panoramic
view of the nearby Sangre de Cristos Mountains. When we walked in,
candles illuminated that view from the studio window with the sunset in
the background. Streaks of red and yellow touched the grey sky. It took
my breath away.
Inside the studio, long tapestry-like drawings of angels created on brown
paper rolls covered the walls. The colors were subtle, but each had
golden halos and wings. There were renderings of angels everywhere.
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Some works were in gold frames, and some hung from the top of the
ceiling. There was a large countertop with glass jars filled with water;
watercolor paints in tubes were next to the brushes lying on top of the
rolled-out brown paper. The artist explained that her method of painting
involved channeling angels through her hands. She worked with her eyes
closed and moved with broad brush strokes guided by intuition
regarding the colors and design. “The angels tell me which colors to use
and how to move to capture their energy,” she continued. “I always add
gold, silver, or copper to transmute and fuse the colors through
alchemy.” These precise instructions were what I had seen in my angelic
dream.
By this time, I could feel the vibration of her paintings, and the energy in
the room was pulsing. The artist stated that I needed to sit with the
angels for 22 minutes, a sacred number, and then she would return with
champagne, crackers, and cheese to celebrate. She turned on classical
music, left me alone in the building, and gently closed the door.
I felt like I was in church, and there were Renaissance paintings by
Michelangelo surrounding me. I have visited many churches in Italy,
Ireland, France, and Germany, and I even spent an afternoon in Saint
Peter’s Cathedral at the Vatican. None of those religious sites matched
this small art studio with the view of the Santa Fe mountains. I began to
cry, not because I was sad. Instead, I was overwhelmed with love for my
friend and neighbor and, more importantly, from the love I felt
emanating through this beautiful art. I was having a spiritual awakening
and connecting with a force of love I had never imagined.
After a week, my trip was coming to an end. I was sad to leave but
secretly vowed to return as soon as I could. That might take some time,
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and significant changes needed to happen in my life to clear that path. I
had found my soul in Santa Fe. The end of the world was not happening,
but the beginning of a new, better life with God’s love leading the way.
Back home in North Carolina, I continued to paint. I bought a canvas
and copied the outline of the buildings at Ojo Caliente with the
luminaries topping the roof and dusting snow around the grounds. I
hung it in my sunroom, and every morning I would meditate with the
painting, my coffee in hand. Each day, I repeated my vow to go back to
the Land of Enchantment, Santa Fe, and continue my spiritual seeking
adventure. I was learning the art of manifesting.
Unexpectedly one day, a couple approached me about renting my
townhouse for three months. They were building a home in my
neighborhood and wanted to be nearby to watch the construction. They
offered me enough money to cover my monthly payments plus an
additional stipend for the turn-key ease of a furnished home. It took me
four years, but I finally returned to Santa Fe for a three-month residence,
and yes, it was at Christmas time once more!
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Fourteen

Space Rock Regression

The Face of Time
When I first contemplated the possibility of past lives, I envisioned
myself as a southern belle sitting on a front porch with Rhett Butler by
my side. If that was not possible, then perhaps I had been an artist or
scribe? But, surprisingly, what came into my awareness during my first
regression session was out of this world!
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I first heard about Dolores Cannon and her volumes of past life cases in
2012. She had been a traditional hypnotherapist for decades, and then
one day, her clients slipped into describing past lives. She kept details of
every session, and after a few years, she began to write books about these
fantastic insights. I read her book, Convoluted Universe, throughout one
weekend non-stop. This reading marathon consisted of over five
hundred pages of jaw-dropping material from individuals who described
both past lives on earth and also as extraterrestrial beings. As strange as
some of this information seemed to me, I began to put the puzzle pieces
together about why I might have decided to incarnate here at this time.
In addition to writing books about her hypnosis clients, Dolores trained
others to conduct similar hypnotherapy sessions with a method called
Quantum Healing Hypnosis. After a long training process, graduates of
this program could post their names and credentials on the Quantum
Healing Hypnosis website. While I was in Santa Fe in 2015, I located a
nearby practitioner in this technique.
This hypnotherapist worked from her home in suburban Albuquerque.
When I arrived, she greeted me with herbal tea, and we sat for some time
talking about my questions for the session. Mostly, I wanted to know
about relationships.
After I got onto her massage table, the therapist started reading her
relaxation script. Slowly I began to let go and breathe more deeply while
going back in time. “What do you see now?” she asked. My eyes were
closed, but I saw a fuzzy screen, like a black and white movie. As the fuzz
cleared, I saw myself wearing space gear. I had a helmet on my head, and I
was in a white spacesuit. My job was to pick through rocks on this red
planet, possibly Mars. It looked like there had been a devastating event
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that left no life behind. I spent hours selecting stones and putting them
onto a conveyor belt apparatus that scanned each fossil for possible life.
There were others like me with bags of rocks heading to the conveyor
belt. This job was sad and lonely, with minimal positive results. It looked
like this planet was wiped out for good.
My hypnotherapist could see I was getting depressed over the situation,
so she moved me to another scene. She suggested I go to my home in this
life. Gradually, the movie scene changed, and I approached a domed,
glass dwelling in the middle of the red desert. As I entered the house, I
was able to take off my helmet and relax. No one greeted me at the door,
but I could tell someone else was in the next room. In the center of this
glasshouse was a greenhouse area where food was grown. There I found
another inhabitant who surprisingly looked just like my first husband.
He ignored my entrance and stayed focused on his project with the
garden. I felt no warmth or love from him. This relationship was strictly
a roommate situation. He was a rock picker, and his focus was on
working, not building personal relationships. He seemed incapable of
that kind of closeness. A few tears began to swell up under my closed
eyes. I understood more about my current life and why my first marriage
had failed.
I asked to move on, and the therapist immediately began to help me go
to another more positive life. I next saw myself in a peaceful tropical
environment which looked like Hawaii. I was a well-respected seer or
prophet. I spent my days under a thatched roof building with local
natives lined up in a long row waiting for prophetic advice. A man was
sitting next to me who was very kind. He passed food and drink to me
when I got tired. I could tell he loved me very much and was protective
of me during my work. The contrast from the previous life was
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shocking. I did not recognize this man from my current life. Maybe I will
meet him again in the future? Next, the therapist asked me if I wanted to
go to my death scene. I was a little apprehensive but agreed to be an
observer of that day. I was an old woman with many family members
around me. I passed peacefully from old age. I had lived a good life, and
many people loved and respected me. That life was fulfilling.
Slowly, I returned to the current time and place. I began to wiggle my
fingers and toes and gradually opened my eyes to see the hypnotherapist
smiling back at me. “Wow, that was quite an adventure for you,” she
stated. Yes, it was. In one life, I was devoted to helping the red planet
with no relationships, and next, I was all about helping people and
experiencing love. That was a significant contrast. Now I needed to
assimilate those experiences into my current life. Why had my Higherself chosen two very different lives? Did each of those previous lives
prepare me for this incarnation?
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Fifteen

I Dream of Angels

Ascension Angels
After my stay in Santa Fe, angel art was everywhere around me. When I
went to bookstores, gift shops, even card kiosks, I noticed angels as the
subject matter. Some of the pieces were very detailed, with feathers and
halos made with precise brushstrokes. Other selections seemed to have
been created by moving a broad brush over the canvas with white paint
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in a single stroke. I saw greeting cards with angels in pastel colors, framed
drawings with just wings, and small canvas paintings with angel faces on
cupid bodies. Strangely, I noticed that the shelves at Goodwill even had
celestial renderings. It was apparent I was being “stalked” by angels. I got
the message. I needed to be painting more artwork.
I opted to follow an abstract or impressionist technique of capturing my
angels. After all, angels are energy, and they rarely show up in a human
form. I worked with the flow of the paint and colors to depict my
selected angelic candidate. Before picking up the brush, I would ask for
the most available angel to help me create a portrait of their presence. I
would close my eyes and begin to feel a rush or woosh of energy through
my hands. Sometimes, the shape of wings or a body would show up in a
primitive style. I could finish off more details with my eyes opened,
adding the eyes, nose, and mouth. I always completed the project with a
touch of gold, silver, or copper. Usually, as I made the final brush stroke
with those metallic paints, a sense of completion would come over me. A
name like Gabriel, Zadkiel, or Michael would pop into my head. I
would write the name on the back of the canvas and then test for healing
energy with my hands. These paintings held an imprint of the angel who
had been assisting me in creating the work.
As an energy worker, I could detect the flow of Reiki-like energy coming
off the surface of these paintings. I kept this knowledge to myself as I was
unsure how to explain the phenomena to others, not attuned to these
sensations. When I would enter a room with healing paintings, I could
feel my body relax, my breathing slowed, and I felt calmer. The only
comparison I could make was the peace I had felt in churches with
beautiful stained glass windows depicting saints and angels.
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When a friend of mine announced that she was opening a healing center
in town, I hoped she would want artwork. Like me, she was an energy
worker and intuitive. Her practice was growing out of the roof, and she
was expanding her workspace to include two healing rooms, an office,
and a central waiting area. I was thrilled when she DID ask me to exhibit
my artwork throughout her new center. We met before the grand
opening to hang my most recent “healing” canvases. I had been very
prolific over the past few months, so there were plenty of pieces to select.
It was good the angels had given me a nudge to keep up with this work.
Without a hammer, my friend used her shoe to pound in the nails to
hang the canvases. We laughed at her creative handyman technique. As
we mounted the last piece on the wall, she commented on the energy
flowing from the painting. She put her palms up to the face of Archangel
Michael’s portrait and stepped back with a quizzical look. “There is
energy coming from the surface,’” she exclaimed. My suspicions were
confirmed. The angels were assisting with healing energy as well as the
execution of the artwork. We priced the paintings and hoped her clients
also noticed the unique effect of the pictures. I sold three pieces on the
day of her open house.
I was introduced to another local angel artist a few weeks later. I was in a
gift shop talking to the owner about displaying a few paintings in her
store. The proprietor said that there was another customer who painted
angels as well. Within 5 minutes, unexpectedly, that artist walked in the
door. What were the chances we would both be in the store at the same
time? After a short introduction, we agreed to meet at her house later
that week to paint together.
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Cheryl was also from Virginia. She also majored in art history and taught
art at a local community college. In addition, she was a Reiki practitioner
and energy worker. We had a lot in common, and it felt like we were old
friends right from the start.
When I entered her bright, sunny home overlooking the marsh at Topsail
Island, I saw angel paintings everywhere. Every spot on the walls was
covered, just like at my house. I brought in a few of my pictures, which
looked just like her work. We both opted for pastel colors, light brush
strokes, and abstract faces with more detail in the angel’s wings and body.
She even commented on the similarity of our portfolio. I laughed and
wondered if the same angelic instructors had trained us. Cheryl offered
classes in her home to teach others how to paint the angels. She had a full
calendar with interested locals and tourists who heard about her home
studio and angel art. “Do you feel the energy coming from your work?” I
asked her. “Yes, that is the whole purpose,” she answered. “They are
healers, just like us!” She explained that she gives her works to those who
are sick or need extra emotional support. “I offer the paintings for free to
patients in nursing homes and at the hospital,” she confessed.
Her benevolent use of art opened my heart to give paintings more than
worry about people buying my art. Creating angel art was my “soul
purpose,” not a job title. I was free of the obligation to market and
produce.
Occasionally during my dream time, my mother stepped in with good
advice. One night she introduced me to two angels, Haniel and Jophiel.
“They will help you heal.” Archangel Haniel is the angel of joy, and
Jophiel is the angel for beauty and wisdom. Soon after the dream, these
angels were also assisting me in painting. My painting style began to
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develop, and the energy was light and airy. I loved working with these
two beautiful beings. My attitude and approach to life improved too. I
was feeling hopeful about my personal life.
Several weeks later, also in a dream, I was given instructions on creating a
different type of angel work. This art class lasted for two nights. On the
first evening, I heard that I should begin drawing as well as painting. I
saw a particular type of paper to use. It would be hand-pressed paper
with gold, silver, or copper flicks pressed into the page. These metallic
elements were essential to adhere to the energy of the angels in a type of
alchemy. The next day, I miraculously discovered a paper-making
business in the crafty area of town. Yes, they made hand-pressed metallic
paper. I bought several sheets to begin my new drawings. This paper was
costly, and I was worried that this process would be too pricey for
practice. Later the angels said that parchment paper with gold ink would
have the same effect with less money involved. The following night,
once again, the painting angels appeared and began to whisper
instructions. This time, they illustrated a method of flowing color in
spiral formations. In an all-night slide show, they demonstrated over and
over a pen and ink technique with color and motion. The following day,
I understood what needed to happen next. I went to a well-known craft
store and purchased a mega-box of colored felt tip pens.
I sat at my kitchen table with the paper and pens, ready to try the first
“Angel Whispers” drawing. I closed my eyes and took three deep yogatype breaths. My right hand began to quiver, and the pen moved without
any effort. My eyes remained closed, and I let the energy flow through my
arm to the drawing pen for automatic drawing. About a minute later, I
opened my eyes to see spirals and circles on the page. I discovered a small
figure within the circular chaos, and I took the gold pen to outline the
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body, wings, and halos quickly. It was complete, very rapidly, and with
little to no effort involved. Within a week, I had a notebook of drawings
with the images of new angels, fairies, and higher dimensional beings. I
kept the book in my car and gave away these drawings to strangers I met
who seemed accepting of divine assistance. Often the recipients would
tear up when I handed them the artwork. I just happened to have the
right angel to lift their spirits. This creation of art was a worthy soul’s
purpose, and I thoroughly loved giving the gift of an angel.

Energy Painting
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Sixteen

Cancer and a New Romance

Heart Opening,
Inspired by the HubbellTelescope
Healing from a broken heart can take a long time. It was over ve
yearssince my divorce, and I was far from NJ, starting a new life in
NorthCarolina. I had immersed myself in healing methods and
modalities. Ihad gone through several therapists, begun yoga,
learned Reiki, andattended numerous heal yourself workshops.
Finally, I thought I wasready to start the search for a new life partner.
Unfortunately, dating over50 is a strange endeavor. I was not the type to
hang out at bars, and I wasnew to the area, so I resorted to online dating.
Within a few months, I met and began to date a charming,
handsomeman who appeared very di ferent from my ex-husband. My
new guy wasfrom Canada and rode a Harley motorcycle. He worked at
the hospital as a nurse and enjoyed playing and singing along with
the guitar.
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He even wrote a song about our meeting at a bookstore. He seemed
sweet and
kind. He swept me o f my feet, and for the rst time in a
long while, Iwas having fun. I rode with him on the back of the
motorcycle. We
kayaked together and laughed a lot.
Af er just three months of dating, I joined him on a 15-hour car ride to
Canada for Christmas and to meet his children and grandchildren. He
soon proposed to me on the bench where we had met for the rst time in
front of the Barnes and Noble bookstore. I was nervous but said yes. I
didn’t want to be alone anymore. Secretly, I was not sure about marriage
again, but I thought this could be a very, very long engagement. So he
moved into my townhouse, and we merged households as an engaged
couple.
Af er two years, the aming romance died down, and we settled into dayto-day life. Things were good but not great as family issues, nances, and
job changes happened. The fun motorcycle rides were less frequent, and
the singing and songs stopped. I was sad, but I still did not want to be
alone, so I let the situation roll along.
Every year I went for my annual mammogram around my birthday in
July. I had let it slip the year I moved in 2009. I guess I was just busy, and
when the next year rolled around, I remembered and scheduled the
appointment right on my 60th birthday! Unfortunately, my test
indicated I had signs of breast cancer—what a surprise birthday gif .
Luckily, my doctors discovered the tumor early. Af er a lumpectomy, a
course of radiation, and chemotherapy for a year, all was well. My
nance, the nurse, jumped in to ll the role of caretaker. He diligently
administered my medications on schedule and ensured my friends did
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not bother my nap times with unexpected visits or calls. He was my case
manager.
During my recovery time, he asked me once more when we were going to
get married. This time, I agreed to set a date. Cancer had made me afraid
to be alone. So we eloped to Key West and had a wedding ceremony on
the beach with no friends or family present.
After two years of marriage, I knew it had been a mistake to take that
final leap. As I grew more into spiritual exploration, our interests became
very different, and we now had little in common. So we separated and
ended the marriage.
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Seventeen

Miracle at Hand

Hands in the Dirt
I guess I was having a midlife crisis when I decided to change careers
entirely and become a massage therapist. After over 25 years as a librarian
and final retirement, I had taken part-time office jobs in real estate and a
corporate desk position for a couple of years. Honestly, I missed the
feeling that what I was spending my day doing was helping someone. In a
weak moment, I signed up for massage school at a local technical college.
Part of this knee-jerk decision was that I had planned to teach yoga and
offer Thai yoga massage as a sideline when I moved to North Carolina. I
had trained in NYC at the prestigious Integral Yoga Institute for this
advanced, hands-on yoga adjustment practice. The training was rigorous
and required many hours to learn the technique of deep-tissue yoga
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adjustments on the mat. One week before my relocation, the NC Board
of Massage Therapists voted Thai yoga as a massage modality, and
licensing would be required to advertise and offer this practice. This rule
meant that I needed to be a massage therapist first, and then I could
provide Thai yoga adjustments as a part of my yoga therapy.
I was pretty mad when I discovered this loophole and very upset when I
received a certified letter from the NC Board of Massage Therapists
threatening me to cease any advertising of such a practice if not licensed.
They warned me that they would be “checking the Internet” to confirm I
had complied with this demand. I would be slapped with a $1000 fine if I
ever advertised this offering again! I referred to them as the YOGA
POLICE from then on.
Being stubborn was a family trait, and I had the DNA to prove it! If you
can’t beat them, join them, and I did by enrolling in massage school. The
academic classes were challenging and required anatomy, physiology, and
kinesiology. No student could begin the hands-on classwork until these
preparatory classes were complete. It took me several months to
memorize all the muscles of the body and how the joints operated, but
finally, I was ready for the real deal, a Swedish Massage class. I guess I
never thought about the fact that this would require me to undress in
class. Students worked with other students to learn the motions and
movements of massage. That creeped me out, but I learned to be discrete
in getting undressed and under the covers quickly without detection. I
was the oldest in the group and very self-conscious.
I needed hours of hands-on practice to get my fingers to learn these
methods into muscle memory. So I offered free massage sessions to
family, friends, neighbors, and people just walking through the school
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halls. Of course, anyone was a potential client at this point. At night, I
would try to relax my wrists and fingers from this constant workout.
Then one day, my weak hands crashed, and my doctor diagnosed me
with a condition named “trigger-finger” on two fingers involving both of
my hands.
Besides being painful, “trigger-finger” caused my fingers to lock up like a
door stuck in the open position. It took a full grip to close the joints
back to normal. Every time I wanted to use my hand, I had to readjust
the hinges. It was painful and annoying. Finally, I gave in and went back
to the doctor for advice. “Surgery is your only option,” he stated pointblank. “You will need two procedures, one for each hand. Here are the xrays to prove it.” I was not too fond of the thought of surgery, and then
having it done twice was a double dose.
Besides interfering with my plans to become a massage therapist, “trigger
finger” had ruined my ability to paint. Holding the brush was difficult,
and my hands were beginning to look like claws. I remembered how the
French Impressionist artist, Renoir, had taped brushes to his hands when
he could no longer hold them. I had no control over the brush or paint.
It was a mess. I dropped out of massage school, stopped art projects, and
became very depressed.
A few days before my birthday in July, I packed and prepared to take a
road trip back to NJ to attend a wedding. As I rushed around the house
looking for suitcases, I suddenly got the message to sit down and
meditate. I kept ignoring the nudging noises in my head. “Seriously, now
is not a good time to stop for meditation,” I said out loud. The message
got even LOUDER. Ok, I have 30 minutes to give you; I negotiated
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with the spirits who were on my back! I sat down on the couch with my
dear Yorkie next to me and closed my eyes.
I took several deep breaths and began to see colors swirling in my
forehead. Then, the scene changed to a picture of clouds in the sky. It
looked like a Renaissance painting on the inside of a cathedral dome. You
know, the ones with little cherubs holding the clouds back with ribbons
to catch a glimpse of the sky and angels in the background. This painting
was happening in my mind’s eye, and all the components were there,
cupids and all!
At first, I experienced a very engaging vision, but then the energy began
to pulse through my hands. It was powerful, magnetic, and electric. The
force was so compelling that my hands began to rise beyond my head. I
kept my eyes closed, mainly because I was unsure what was happening,
but I was also a little scared. This fire hose of energy flowed through my
arms and hands for about 5-10 minutes. At one point, I took one hand
down to check that my dog was still by my side. Then, with my eyes
again closed, I assured myself that I was still alive, and there was a
fantastic miracle happening. When the light force subsided, I gradually
opened my eyes and looked at my hands. They were perfect; I had no
trigger finger, no pain. I had experienced spontaneous healing right out
of the bible!
Not only had I received a miracle, but I was walking on clouds. I told no
one about the experience because I knew they would not believe me. For
days, I enjoyed a sense of joy and happiness I had never known before. I
was quickly able to cope with traveling, NJ traffic, and difficult
personalities during the trip. I kept glancing up at the sky, hoping to
catch just one more cherub! The euphoric residual effect lasted about
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two weeks, and the trigger finger never returned. I couldn’t imagine
living the same after this magical experience. That was the best birthday
present ever!
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Eighteen

Metatron's Magic

Archangel Metatron's Meditation
The road to spiritual awakening is often lonely. I found this to be
accurate as my intuitive gifts began to materialize in my life. Who did I
trust with my most personal revelations and deepest concerns? Was I
growing closer to God or just going crazy after several terrible life
challenges? These were questions I asked myself daily. As my spiritual life
went deeper and deeper into self-awareness and meditation, my personal
life became isolated; I feared I might plummet into social withdrawal.
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I also had a suspicion that I had been ridiculed or even killed in past lives
for exhibiting similar gifts. Intuitively, I wanted to keep this spiritual
connection my secret. However, I felt a push and pull polarization
between moving forward with spiritual growth or turning my back on
the whole experience. I needed to find others who might be experiencing
the same situation.
Luckily one day, I stumbled on a metaphysical shop with a gifted healer
who could help. I quietly walked into the store and noticed a chalkboard
behind the check-out desk. There were dates and topics for upcoming
workshops handwritten on the board. Subjects such as “Intuitive
Awareness,” “Talking to Angels,” “How to Meet Your Spirit Guides”
were on the calendar of events. I checked the next available date and was
happy to see an event scheduled for that particular evening. The subject
was “Transitional Healing of the Self with Archangel Metatron.” I had
never heard of Archangel Metatron or envisioned I could heal myself,
but I signed up to attend immediately.
A bright, sparkling petite-figured woman was the trainer and leader of
this workshop. Sheri introduced herself as a healer, medium, and
channeler for Archangel Metatron. Her relationship with this angel was
relatively new. He was known as Enoch in the bible, and he rose to
heaven without dying. His celestial job is to manage the Akashic Records
and assist in Earth's move to the 5th dimension. He had come to Sheri in
meditation and offered instructions on how to conduct unique,
unprecedented healing. This particular evening was her debut in
discussing this new and exciting connection with Metatron. His angelic
offering was to help those on their spiritual path and awaken their
hidden ability to connect with the spirit. Finally, I had found others who
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might understand my quest for enlightenment. I listened intently to
every word Sheri spoke.
She continued to channel Metatron’s message with encouragement.
NOW was the time for “Lightworkers” to awaken and allow their
spiritual gifts to come forward. This healing would help connect the
dormant DNA, often referred to as “junk DNA,” and reopen pathways
to improved communication with spirit guides. She would conduct a
short meditation and demonstrate a sample of this healing for everyone
in the room. I sat crossed-legged on the carpeted floor with a few pillows
as props. We all closed our eyes, began to exhale deep breaths while Sheri
spoke out loud, guiding our minds into meditation. "Follow me to a
beautiful lake with rainbow light pouring down," she continued.
Eventually, I relaxed and began to see brilliant colors swirling in my third
eye, just above the eyebrows. A golden figure appeared, and there was a
luminous cord at the crown of his head which connected us. I felt a
sensation of euphoria and relief. I also saw a maypole with many
beautiful colored ribbons swirling and swinging individually around the
pole. It seemed to symbolize our unique souls intertwined together with
joy and happiness. Eventually, Sheri closed the meditation, and we all
returned to the room. She announced that she would be offering onehour sessions with Metatron for a more in-depth healing experience. I
signed up immediately to be her first paying client.
My full session with Transitional Healing was life-changing. I felt the
impression of invisible hands on my shoulders as Sheri was working by
my feet. She brought me water at the end and told me to stay in touch
with any new developments over the next few days. As I got off the
massage table, I felt weightless. I needed to take a few minutes to come
back into my body before I drove home.
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About two days later, a strange, high-pitched ringing started in my ears.
It would come and go intermittently throughout the day. I was being
“tuned up” to a new radiofrequency. Although the sound was annoying,
I believed I was getting a more reliable connection with the angels, so I
listened intently for any messages. Other unusual synchronicities also
began to happen.
When I would think of someone, they would call me within minutes of
that thought exchange. I also noticed my intuition was getting much
more reliable. I started speaking out loud to other people saying words
that were not part of my standard vocabulary. It felt like I was giving
them messages from a higher awareness. Often my hands would get very
hot, and the energy would flow out my palms. This burst was more than
the Reiki energy I knew. It was potent.
In my search for like-minded healers, I upgraded to a new level of
healing. There was no turning back or keeping this energy a secret.
Metatron’s message had been that it was time for lightworkers/ energy
healers to shine. His transitional download opened up a superhighway to
spiritual connection. I wanted to share this information and my
experiences with others.
I contacted Sheri and asked if she was teaching the Metatron Angel
Healing technique. Once again, synchronicity stepped in, and she told
me there was a class of students scheduled that weekend to begin
training. I immediately signed up. Now I would be the HEALER and
offer sessions to clients to open and expand their spiritual connections. I
was excited to begin this journey.
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Like Reiki, there was an attunement, energy transfer, necessary to open
this ability to channel Metatron’s healing force. Each of us in the class
spent time giving and receiving sessions throughout the training day. We
learned how to hold the energy in place, clear chakras, and tune into
suggestions from our spirit guides to administer this process. At the end
of the training, we received certificates to confirm our training and
connection with Metatron.
Soon I began to offer sessions to clients who expressed an interest in
developing a closer connection to their spirit guides and angels.
Remarkable results happened with several close friends to whom I gave
test sessions. I followed Sheri’s instructions before any meeting,
forewarning the client of potential possibilities that might occur. “You
may experience a heightened awareness of spirit or your gifts enhanced.”
“You may have physical tingling, ringing, or heat.” All of these are
transitional healing after effects.
Most healers I had met so far were women, but my client base for
Transitional Healings was overwhelmingly men. These were guys with
no previous healing skills or psychic abilities. They ranged from a
therapist, chiropractor, contractor, and engineer. Like clockwork, after
three days from their healing session, they would reach out to report
their progress. “My deceased Father is speaking to me very clearly now.”
"I was contacted by a higher dimensional being who wishes to help me
write a book." "I can psychically tap into others’ thoughts." "I have a
pulsing sensation in my hands." "I am having bleed-through past life
visions." This range of remarkable experiences was terrific, and more to
come. Each client went on to master new spiritual gifts. The ripple effect
from Sheri's initial contact with Metatron was blasting out to the
universe.
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Follow Me
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Nineteen

Mediumship Messages

Behind the Veil
I tried to keep my newfound spiritual skills a secret. I told no one of the
visions and miraculous healings I was experiencing. I was a little scared by
the speed of my awakening. Every day it seemed like a new gift appeared.
Yes, I had requested a greater connection with spirit, but the intensity of
these energetic events was overwhelming at times.
To remain grounded and stay connected with my everyday life, I began
to reach out to friends and neighbors for outings. I needed to be around
people. So I asked my new neighbor to meet me for coffee one afternoon
at a new spot, which had just opened in Leland. She was from California
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and more open to new-age experiences, and I felt we might be good
friends. As we ordered our coffee, she began to tell me about her father,
who had passed away a few months ago. She was still in mourning, so I
offered her some talking time. As she described a scene from her
childhood with her dad, I began to get a quick glimpse through my third
eye. They were sitting on a stoop in front of a city house. He was
chatting and teasing her. Suddenly I heard the phrase “strawberry
shortcake.” I asked her if her father had a pet phrase for her, like “my
little strawberry shortcake.” She dropped the spoon in her hand and
remained frozen for a few seconds. “That was his favorite name for me,
but he spoke it in Hungarian!”
I had channeled a message from the other side. I was shocked at how easy
the words had come to me and in English translation. “Wow,” I stated, “I
think your Dad is here with us now.” She seemed very grateful for my
efforts. She hugged me and thanked me for opening up to relay his
message.
Several days later, I joined another friend at a different coffee house near
the beach. He was a retired chiropractor, and he, too, was learning reiki.
We decided to meet and discuss exchanging healing sessions. He had
grown up in New Jersey and taught chiropractic medicine at the
university level. Now in North Carolina, he was expanding his healing
efforts with this new modality. As we sat down, he recounted a time with
his deceased father, also a chiropractor. My friend always felt that he had
disappointed his dad for some reason. As he talked about his past, he
began to tear up. I wanted to offer sympathy, but my voice came out in a
weird tone. I assured him that his dad was very proud of him and the
teaching work he had accomplished. I used precise medical terms, which
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were not familiar to me. Again, he stopped still and looked at me with
shock. I was channeling his father with specific messages just for him.
These two events were examples of evidential mediumship. Spirit offered
samples of specific events, places, or words that only the deceased loved
ones would recognize in this type of connection. In the past, my
relationships had been with angels through painting or the energy of
Reiki. I only talked to my mom from the other side. I never imagined
that a mediumship gift could be available for me. It was exciting to be
open to this type of communication. I will admit it was also a little scary
to be talking to ghosts.
I confessed my newly acquired channeling skills to my good friend, Mary
Ann. She could keep a secret, and I needed to talk about my fear of this
new gift. We had been friends in New Jersey, and now she was in North
Carolina with me. She also had spiritual gifts.
She was happy to hear that I could communicate with the dead because
she still had a few questions to ask her deceased ex-husband! So we agreed
to meet at her house to get some answers.
Soon after his death, Mary Ann began to notice strange things happening
in her house. The hairdryer would turn on by itself in the bathroom.
Razor blades would fall to get her attention in the shower. Even her
current boyfriend was speaking words that only her ex had used. She and
her ex-husband had run a popular Italian restaurant back in New Jersey.
Recipes and Italian dishes were their specialties. In North Carolina, her
boyfriend, a retired dentist with no cooking experience, asked her to
create old recipes from her past restaurant days. These events seemed
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weird and out of character. She suspected that her ex was in the house,
and she had questions.
There was trouble back in New Jersey with the business transition of the
restaurant to her children. After their divorce, Mary Ann’s ex-husband
had remarried a woman who disliked her kids. The second wife was
preventing the children from getting the deed to the property. Mary
Ann’s ex had hidden this paperwork somewhere safe, but now his
children needed to locate it asap. Our mission for this spiritual
connection was to ask her deceased husband where he had put the papers.
Getting specific information from spirit was a significant stretch for me.
Up until now, I had only received brief images and words in coffee shops.
Mary Ann was determined to help her children, so I agreed to sit with her
on this mission. We went to a quiet room in her house where no one
could hear our discussions. I sat in meditation for a few minutes, and she
closed her eyes too. I asked out loud for her ex-husband to join our
group. I saw him through my third eye in a white robe sitting at a table,
playing cards. Mary Ann chimed in that he was probably with his
deceased brother, who also loved to gamble with card games. OK, we
have evidence that he is available. We started to ask questions out loud,
assuming he could hear us. “Where is the deed to the restaurant?” It
seemed like forever before either Mary Ann or I got any information.
Then at the same time, we both saw a wooden box in the closet of the
restaurant. It was hidden from plain view and locked. We thanked him
for the message, and she immediately called her son to go to the back
closet of the restaurant and dig deep for a wooden box! He was able to
locate the papers the next day.
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With practice, my gift of mediumship became useful to help others heal
past relationships. On the other side of the veil, family members saw
their previous life from a different perspective. With the help of past
loved ones, the still-living family could find forgiveness, understanding,
and compassion.
I soon began to make new friends who also were mediums. Several years
ago, on Father’s Day, I went to a public demonstration of Evidential
Mediumship to support a medium friend. She was new to the process,
and this was her first open event channeling messages. I sat in the front
row so she would see a familiar face in the gallery. Most of the
inspirational words came from deceased fathers or grandfathers that day
in honor of Father’s Day. My friend seemed a little nervous about
receiving accurate messages. She paced the stage several times until she
spoke the word ESSO out loud. “Does that word mean anything to
anyone in the audience?” she asked. Oh my, I thought to myself. I think I
know who that is. I still did not raise my hand in the audience until
additional facts came out. “There is a dairy farm with cows,” she
continued. Finally, I raised my hand, “I think that is my deceased exfather-in-law. He operated an ESSO gas station in New Jersey and owned
a dairy farm which he rented.” “Great,” she continued. “He has a
message for you.”
Frankly, I was not thrilled to hear from this man. He had been vocal to
me during my divorce from his son. He even demanded I give him back
jewelry that his son had gifted me at Christmas! “What does he have to
say?” I asked out loud with a grimace. My friend, the medium, took a
deep breath before stating that he was here to apologize to me. He
wanted the past, hurtful events to heal for his family. I agreed and told
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him I would convey his message to his son. His effort to reach out was a
significant step in the right direction.
In my work with the Akashic Records, it is common for ancestors to step
in for family members. After all, a deceased grandmother or parent can
easily bridge the gap between living and higher dimensional beings with
positive, supportive messages. It might be easier to listen to grandpa’s
advice than Archangel Metatron!
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Twenty

All Dogs Go to Heaven

Holy Cow
I purchased my first cocker spaniel at a pet store in the Mall. It was a rash
“spur of the moment” decision. Like many life choices, I did not go with
my head but let my heart lead the way to puppy parenthood. But, no one
could say no to those dark brown, cocker spaniel eyes staring out of a
terrible wire cage in the puppy mill palace at the mall. So without a
second thought, I reached into my wallet and bought a tiny spaniel who
loved me too.
Back home, we bonded immediately, and she went with me everywhere,
hidden in my purse. I named her Heather, which was the most popular
baby name for girls that year in 1975. I had been married for a few years,
and no baby had blessed our relationship, so Heather was my firstborn
and, most likely, my only baby girl. She was small for a spaniel and very
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delicate. She was well behaved at all times and perfect a lady. I cannot
remember ever having to scold her harshly for inside accidents or
misbehavior. She always greeted guests or visitors at the front door with a
smile and a wagging tail. There were never growls or attempts to bite.
She was the perfect example of puppy properness and manners. In
general, cocker spaniels had gained a bad reputation as aggressive and
hard to train, but Heather was an angel in my eyes.
In contrast, the next family pet, Pippi, was a devil! Again, I chose a
cocker spaniel, but now I was not the only family member involved in
the selection. Happily, our family had grown, and I had a daughter who
was seven years old. She and her dad were part of the selection team. This
time the choice was more thought out, and we located a local breeder to
make our adoption. There was a whole gaggle of puppies to pick from,
wiggling and running around in an outdoor pen. Pippi was the largest,
most active, and pushy! She jumped on the smaller pups and demanded
her spot of authority. She was big and brassy. A real redhead! Dad and
daughter loved her. I had my doubts. She seemed like a handful. My
intuitive warnings were correct.
A few weeks later, Pippi broke out of the fenced-in electric yard and ran a
race down the street about a football field away. On a seek and destroy
mission, she had spotted a toddler playing innocently in his yard with a
cookie in his hand. Pippi pounded him to the ground, ate the cookie,
and continued to run around his playground. After witnessing the
cookie attack, the mother began to scream and grabbed her toddler up
into her arms.
I caught a glimpse of the encounter from about 3 acres away, ran to catch
the dog, and apologized to the mom. She was new to the neighborhood,
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and I was devastated to have my introduction in this manner. To make
up for the dog’s bad manners, I invited her for tea at my house and an
opportunity to meet the neighbors the following week. She reluctantly
agreed.
On the morning of the tea, I decided to keep the dog away from any
children. Pippi would not bite anyone, but her ability to pounce and get
food was too unpredictable. In the past, I had put Heather, the perfect
pup, in the car for quiet. She would lay down, sleep for a few hours, and
happily greet me when I came back to the car. That was the plan. Pippi
could be placed in the car in the garage when the guests arrived. She
would be quiet, protected, and not around to create mayhem.
The party went well. The children interacted and played with no
significant incidents, and the new neighbor met all the other mothers on
the block. Thus, my position as house party hostess was secured. One
neighborhood mother stayed with me after the party to help with the
cleanup. She asked me where the new puppy had been during the event? I
told her of my excellent containment idea in the garage as I went to get
the dog.
To my shock, the entire interior of my car was in shreds. Leather and
stuffing covered both the front and back seats of the new vehicle. My
friend suggested I give the dog away immediately before my husband
arrived home. This action might have saved the dog’s life, but she
doubted it! That evening, I somehow convinced my husband to give
Pippi a second chance. Unfortunately, I had to hide and protect the dog
for weeks before he would forgive her for the car damage. Luckily, I was
able to get the insurance adjuster to believe the destruction had been an
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act of god, and an upholster successfully returned it to the original
interior state.
Several months later, we were taking a family drive out in the country
with a different car. This time Pippi was in the backseat of an SUV with
my daughter. We decided to go off-road on a dirt road around a horse
farm. The path was broad enough for the car, but the trip was very
bumpy, and Pippi slid and fell off the back console while going over a
few of these bumps. However, she was tough and seemed unaffected by
the rough motions of the car.
The next day, I noticed Pippi was a little out of sorts. She was limping
and lethargic, and within hours fully paralyzed. She could not walk or
move her back legs. I rushed her to the emergency vet for immediate
attention. Surgery was the only option to save the dog, and we needed a
decision quickly. With tears and begging, I again convinced my husband
that surgery was the best action. I reminded him that Pippi had been his
choice of the litter, and he agreed.
Recovery was long and difficult for Pippi. I embarked on a physical
therapy protocol involving walking with a strap under her back legs for
support. She finally did walk again, but running to the neighbor’s yard
was out of the question. Nevertheless, her spunky attitude remained
intact even if her body was not as healthy.
A few years later, following my divorce, Pippi became my confidant and
companion. Her health was compromised, but her ability to console me
was unwavering. Maybe my devotion to her recovery was the bond, but
she was my best friend and advocate during my most challenging time.
Divorcing an Italian-American divorce lawyer was a significant milestone
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in my life, and I could not have made it without Pippi’s love and
support. She earned angel status differently.
Over a decade later, I returned to visit New Jersey and drove by my old
house with the large yard. I parked on the edge of the driveway to remain
out of sight of the current owners. I missed the days when I had lived
there, raising my daughter and playing with Pippi in the yard. No one
was around, and I was glad since I had started to cry a little in the car.
Out of the corner of my eye, I spotted a small dog trotting down the
driveway of my old house. No one had opened the door to let the dog
outside. She seemed to appear out of thin air. She was a spaniel, not a
cocker but a cavalier spaniel. “What were the chances a spaniel would just
start walking down my old driveway?” I asked myself. She marched right
up to the edge of the road and stared at me straight in the eye. We held
that magical connection for a few minutes. Telepathically, I felt love.
Then, as quickly as she appeared, she ran across the street and over the
hill, disappearing in the tall grass. No one was out looking for her, and
no one came to claim her. The entire experience felt very weird, almost
like a Twilight Zone episode.
In all my training for energy work, mediumship, and intuitive
development skills, I never asked about the ability of pets to reincarnate
or appear as a vision. During my coursework for Past Life Regressions, I
traveled to Virginia Beach, Virginia. It was a weekend seminar, and
practitioners from all up and down the east coast were there. I became
friends with a lady from New Jersey who had come to start a new life.
She was going through a nasty divorce to her soon-to-be ex-husband, a
divorce lawyer from New Jersey. She told me it had been a terrible ordeal,
and he too was of Italian-American descent. We had so much in
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common. I asked her to join another friend and myself for dinner that
evening.
Over drinks, she confessed that her only saving grace was an animal spirit
guide who came to her dreams at night. “She keeps me calm and assures
me all will be well,” I asked what kind of animal she saw in her dreams.
“Oh, my animal spirit guide is a red cocker spaniel. She calls herself
Pippi.”
My jaw dropped, and I quietly glanced down at the table. Tears began to
build up in my eyes. “I cannot believe what you just told me,” I spoke
out loud. So that was my dog’s name, who gently guided me during my
divorce to an Italian-American divorce lawyer from New Jersey. Is that
her specialty now? The uncanny coincidence was just too much to
imagine. Pippi had become a master healer for those going through
similar situations.
I now know that animals are the greatest healers on earth. They
unconditionally love us and then pass onto other realms to continue
their work with their life experiences, aiding them in new higher-level
healing. Honestly, all dogs do go to heaven!.
Today, I sometimes give readings with pets. They have desires and hopes,
just like their owners. Just because they don’t talk with words does not
mean they cannot communicate. They speak with their eyes in a more
profound telepathic way. The next time your pet sits in your lap, take a
minute to ask them how life is going. You may be surprised by the
answers you feel in your heart.
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Ginger, Rest in Peace
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Twenty-One

Miracle a Day

Transformation Falls
At the beginning of my spiritual awakening, lucky signs started popping
up. Throughout my life, I have had the gift of locating four-leaf clovers. I
first noticed this ability in college as I would often walk to classes worried
with my head looking down at the grass. At times I can be pretty
academic, and the sight of a four-leaf clover always made me smile. OK,
luck is on the way!
As time went on, I used this clover location skill as a barometer to
determine if my spirit guides were still around. For example, when I
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purchased my last house, I asked for a sign that it was the right place for
me to live. As I walked out the back door to inspect the yard, I
immediately spotted several lucky clovers. I picked them up and signed
the contract that day.
Soon other lucky signs started popping up. I would glance at the clock
and see the numbers 11:11 both morning and evening. I looked up the
meaning of this combination and learned that number one meant new
beginnings. I would see license plates on cars with messages like “karma”
or “seize the day.” Feathers would show up inside my house on my
window sill or in the bathroom. It was like angels had sent birds to fly
into my bathroom for me to notice their presence. Even the radio would
present music and songs with lyrics that carried important messages for
me. For example, the song “Landslide” would play in the background of
a restaurant or store. That has always been a signal of change and growth
for me. I knew I communicated with angels even if I could not hear them
clearly; their messages were getting to me.
During the months preceding my second trip to Santa Fe, I requested
signs that I was on track and would be going back there soon. Every day
at one bustling intersection in Wilmington, NC, I would be stopped at a
traffic light with a Santa Fe SUV immediately in front. I went to a local
yoga studio, and the owner offered me a cup of tea in a mug with Santa
Fe, NM marked on the outside. I labeled this my miracle of the day. I
called a friend on the phone to tell her about these strange coincidences,
and she shared a few wishes that had come true for her. We started the
“Miracle a Day” club, and each day we would check in with each other to
confirm that our guides were with us and we were on the right course.
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The “Miracle a Day” club spread as both my friend and I exchanged this
concept of positive thinking and manifested it to others. Soon I was
sharing a long list of miracles with my friend at the end of the day. This
process became infectious and very uplifting for both of us. She would
tell me how parking spaces appeared out of the blue, or a surprise check
would show up in the mail. I had found unique bargains at Goodwill
and had just the exact amount of change in my wallet to make the
purchase. Positive thinking was shifting our lives.
I started to wonder if my superpowers could be more significant than just
manifesting parking spaces and pennies. I noticed that I was already able
to summon phone calls from people. All I needed to do was think about
the person and send out a telepathic message to call and within twenty
minutes, they would ring me. What else could my positive thinking and
concentration produce? A few months later, I decided to stop the rain
with my mind!
Managing the weather came to me while hanging on for dear life on the
back of a moving motorcycle. I had agreed to take an afternoon trip to
Southport, NC, with a guy who loved riding fast on back roads with
hairpin winding turns. The weather was sunny and clear as we left
Leland, but a dark, ominous cloud soon appeared in the direction we
were heading. He had given me a helmet with a walky-talky inside to
communicate, so I began to yell into the microphone, “HEY, look up at
the sky!” He ignored my plea. He was in the zone of zipping around a
curve as I leaned to the left to balance his turn. I tapped on his shoulder
to get his attention, again, no response. I was resolved that the lightning
and thunder directly ahead was my fate until I got the idea of mindcontrolling the storm!
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I began to talk to myself, guides, or anyone else up there who might be
listening. In my head, I said, “I want to stay dry for this trip. Make the
clouds go around me!” We continued our adventure to Southport
without a drop of rain. The clouds and lightning continued, but the
storm gradually shifted to the other side of the road. We made it to
Southport just in time to board the ferry back to Wilmington. As the last
car pulled up and the ferry master pulled the horn, we moved out with
lightning and heavy rain hitting the parking lot just behind us. The ferry
raced ahead of the storm, and we made it to Kure Beach. It was time for
dinner, so we decided to stop at a favorite restaurant in Kure Beach. We
parked and brought our helmets inside for safety into the restaurant.
Within five minutes, the storm hit the parking lot, and torrential rain
covered the motorcycle, but all the rain had ceased by the time we
finished dessert and coffee. We left the restaurant, lightly wiped off the
seat, and continued back home without one raindrop touching us.
Success, the weather was my servant.
Occasionally, I would joke about this newfound ability to stop the rain.
Friends would laugh as I left my house with no umbrella. “No, I won’t
need it,” I would brag. The truth was I rarely did need it. I seemed to be
able to skip the heavy rain most of the time. The real test came when I
had to manage a hurricane.
The National Weather Channel weatherman often showed up in
Wilmington for hurricane season. It was usually a bad sign to see his
official truck parked at the beach. He only came when there was a terrible
storm heading for the Cape Fear area. Hurricane Dorian was big and bad
enough to solicit his appearance. I had planned on sticking out the rain
alone in my townhouse. I had food, water, a flashlight, and several new
canvases. I planned to hunker down and paint for the duration of the
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storm. My sister was very concerned that I was going to be alone. She
called and demanded that I join her and my brother-in-law at their home,
where they had a generator. I finally agreed to drive to her house and stay
the night. By the time I had packed my suitcase and gotten my dog all
ready, the wind was picking up outside, and the rain was in sight. Under
good conditions, this drive would take about twenty minutes, but with
gusty winds and hard rain, I was having trouble making it to her
development. Also, my phone kept sending out alarms that tornadoes
were in the near vicinity. “WHY did I agree to come here?”I mumbled
under my breath.
As I approached the gate at her community, I noticed the official
gatekeeper was missing. The gate was stuck open. As I slowly drove
forward, my windshield wipers were going full force. I stopped short.
There was a tree down over the road blocking the entrance. I called my
brother-in-law, and he told me how to approach the back gate. I
followed his military directions to the tee, but that gate was closed, and
trees and debris were falling in the path. I made a quick u-turn and
headed back home for safety. I realized that luck had been on my side. I
had just missed a tornado that had run over the golf course and property
of my sister’s development. I had not controlled the rain, but I had
skipped a worse fate.
Later while conveying this story to other energy workers, they told me
they had met for prayer to keep Dorian offshore. Dorian was a powerful
category five hurricane that devastated the Bahamas and aimed for a
direct hit to Wilmington. This group of healers set their minds and
intentions to keep the storm at bay. The Wilmington weather station
later announced: “We got lucky. Wilmington avoided the full brunt of
Hurricane Dorian." Was it luck or prayer that diverted this storm?
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Dorian
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Celestial Guide
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Twenty-Two

Real Estate Release

Mansion to Manifest
After my relocation to Wilmington, my work opportunities became
limited. Yes, I had taken an early retirement package with the NJ Public
Employees System, but that stipend was not enough to cover all my
monthly expenses. I needed to supplement my income with part-time
work. I wanted to try something new, so I enrolled in real estate training.
My Dad had been successful with real estate as a semi-retirement job, so I
decided to follow in his footsteps. Secretly, a part of me was looking for
his approval from above.
The training program was extensive and, honestly, very dull. I crammed
and studied for the final State exam and passed the first time! Then
finally, I could get out there and work. I joined the Coldwell-Banker
team in Leland, NC, and started as a residential agent. At the same time,
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my second divorce was coming to completion. So I decided to list my
own house in Leland and move on with my life.
Now was the perfect opportunity to use my energy work skills to clear
the old stuck memories from my marriage in that home. I even scrubbed
the walls to clean up the sad feelings I had when I walked into that house.
I decluttered all personal photos and bric-a-brac, moved furniture
according to feng shui, and cleared the rooms individually with burning
sage and incense.
Sadly, I had not done energy clearing to the NJ house I had lived in with
my first husband. The young couple who bought that house was
expecting their first baby when they purchased it from us. Within two
years, this couple divorced, and the same thing happened to the next
family who followed them. I often wondered if the arguing and break-up
of my life contributed to the marriage failures which followed.
This time, I was going to remove any dark forces which remained after a
divorce. I also added prayer to the process and purchased a Saint Joseph
statue at the local Catholic Church’s gift shop. Tradition states that the
homeowner must bury a statue of Saint Joseph upside down in the front
yard of a house for sale. Joseph, the carpenter, and Jesus’s father will assist
in the swift sale. I waited until dusk to start digging the small hole in the
ground right next to the “For Sale” sign in the front yard.
The following week, I received a full-price offer with no contingencies.
So I packed and moved to live one block off the beach at Carolina Beach.
The rent was low, and the location was fantastic. Again, Saint Joseph
went beyond my request to help me get a new lease on life.
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Contemplation
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Twenty-Three

Cape Fear Indians in my
Backyard

Garden of Eden
After a few months of working as a traditional real estate agent, I came to
realize my interest was more about freeing a house of stagnant energy
than comparables, listings, and pricing. My personal experience in selling
my townhouse had allowed me to take control of a sad energy situation
and clean up my "karmic" clutter to reach the goal of selling that property
quickly and for full price. In my heart, I believed I could also help others
to sell their "unsellable" houses by eliminating past stuck trauma in their
home. This new way of selling became my marketing tool.
I began to offer a pre-sale package of staging, feng shui, and energy
clearing for prospective sellers. It took some convincing, but my Broker
in Charge gave me presentation time at the next monthly agent's meeting.
I passed out my new flyer on the service package I was introducing. I
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began to talk about stuck energy, clearing past trauma, and the power of
simplifying the process with positive intentions. All the eyes looking in
my direction were in a catatonic blur. My message had missed the mark.
At the next month's meeting, they voted me the "Most Zen" agent. I even
got a printed certificate.
I signed up for a booth at the upcoming local association of realtors
conference to spread the message further. I put together a website with
research and documentation on how energy stays in homes and clearing
can help. A few curious agents stopped to chat with me, but most were
interested in the free giveaway cups and bags offered in the next booth by
a well-known builder. Again, I did not hit the bull's eye with my
marketing plan.
At this point, I decided to work strictly through word of mouth. I
approached a few neighbors from my old townhouse cul-de-sac and told
them of my success with energy clearing and house sales. Quietly, one
neighbor approached me with a proposal. She had been trying to sell her
house for four years! She had adjusted the price, painted the walls,
rearranged the furniture, and not one offer had come across her listing
agent's desk. She claimed the house was cursed or haunted. "Somebody
does not wish me good luck with this house," she confided in me. "If you
can unravel who is out to get me and clear the curse, I will pay you," she
whispered.
This project required a lot more energy clearing than I had previously
tackled. First, there was the problem of a potential curse and then the
possibility of a ghost. I asked the neighbor to join me in a meditation
process to determine the real issue with her home. She had experience
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with transcendental meditation, and I felt her input might be helpful.
She agreed to help.
I was nervous about reaching out to ghosts, especially those who seemed
very upset by my presence in their neighborhood. My previous intuitive
experiences had not included mediumship or communicating with
spirits. This seance would be a first, and frankly, I was hesitant to test the
waters, but I knew my neighbor depended on me.
The next evening, we sat together on my couch, and I opened the
Akashic Records for her house. The records would include the land as
well. I asked what was holding back the sale of her home. Was there a
"curse"? Were there attached beings such as ghosts? What could we do to
rectify this situation? We both agreed to go into meditation for thirty
minutes and see what might come up. She closed her eyes and began the
transcendental meditation process, and I relaxed into my focus on the
third eye "screen," which often presents clips or scenes.
After thirty minutes, we both returned with individual input to share. I
began to tell my friend of my experiences, which mirrored very similar to
hers. I had seen a man on a horse taking young girls away from their
families. They were American Indian children, and they were very
frightened by the abduction. In my vision, pirates had raped these
children and sold them as slaves. It was a terrible scene to observe. Her
vision included the same idea of children stolen. She also added that their
souls had stayed attached to the earth at that location. They were still
looking for their parents. I was aware that this land was previously the
grounds of the Cape Fear Indians. I did not know of the lost children.
We agreed to go back into meditation together and ask what we could do
to make amends for these terrible acts and release the curse on her house.
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Our specific instructions were to obtain a stone named obsidian and
place that stone on the four corners of her house. Also, she was to buy
particular plants and flowers and plant them in the beds around her
home. Finally, it was suggested we bury a Saint Joseph statue in the front
yard for assistance. Burning sage and Indian drumming were to be part of
this release. We agreed to meet in the cul-de-sac the next evening at sunset
to perform this ceremonial reparation.
That evening I brought two drums, sage, and a St. Joseph statue to the
end of the street. My neighbor met me with matches and the requested
stones. We quietly got out of our cars, looking around to ensure no other
neighbors were in the nearby vicinity. We quickly drummed, walking
circularly, and went back to her yard, where we buried the St. Joseph
statue according to the directions which came in the box. I had purchased
the figure at the Catholic Church's gift shop the day before. The desk
clerk was very familiar with the statue and the reason for my purchase.
She explained that Joseph had been a carpenter and was the saint for
houses and their sale and protection. We followed the instructions
thoroughly. Now we patiently waited to see if the curse was gone. Two
weeks to the day, my neighbor received a full-price offer for her
townhouse. She and her family happily moved from that development,
and I received a small stipend for my efforts!
It was a long time before another house clearing opportunity came my
way. By this time, I had switched employers and was working as a real
estate assistant and client liaison for a builder in Southport, NC. My job
involved sitting at the model home, inviting prospective purchasers to
tour the house, and assisting buyers with their selections once the
paperwork was signed. I enjoyed this work better than strictly sales, and I
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got to meet a lot more people. There was another agent who handled the
end of the sale of any purchases.
One afternoon, a buyer's agent arrived unannounced with an older
couple to tour the house. I offered to show them around, but the listing
agent was there, and he took his turn to get the commission. I went back
to the kitchen and continued computer work at the kitchen table. I
could hear their conversation as they visited each of the rooms. It seemed
this was a relatively new couple despite their age. She encouraged him to
sell his house in town immediately and purchase a new home for them to
start fresh. He was hesitant to move. It seemed he was very attached to
his historic house in town. Being drawn into the conversation, the listing
agent suggested they come to the kitchen table and talk to me about their
unusual problem. He was aware of my house clearing experiences.
The girlfriend was distraught because the boyfriend's deceased wife was
still in the house watching her. He was reluctant to sell the house because
of his memories there with his wife, now dead. He did not want to let
go. They agreed to hire me to help clear the house for sale. It had been on
the market for two years, and no offers had come.
Several days later, I sat alone in my living room and opened the records
for his house. I asked, "Are any entities or ghosts holding up the sale of
the home?" I got that yes, two separate ghosts did not want the current
owner to move. The first was a previous owner who had been mayor in
Southport. He admired what the current owner had done to improve the
property. He did not trust any new owners to follow up with the same
attention to detail. The second was the current owner's deceased wife.
She was not happy with her husband's girlfriend. It seems the ghost had
witnessed his girlfriend in the kitchen clearing and casually disposing of
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her dishes and bric-a-brac. She gave implicit instructions to me on how to
remove her belongings. First, each item should be handled with care and
sold at a local antique shop. The Animal Welfare League would receive
all proceeds. The couple had no children, and her dogs and puppies were
her legacies. I closed the records and contacted my client that I was ready
to come and convey this information.
When I arrived at the house, the girlfriend invited me for a cup of tea in
the kitchen as I opened up my paperwork. I told them about the
deceased, previous owner who had concerns about any new residents and
the house's upkeep. The owner said to me that several years ago, an older
gentleman had stopped at his driveway and divulged his identity as a
former owner and previous mayor of the town. He was happy with the
addition the owner had added to the kitchen and the garden. Great, so
far, I was on track with this reading! Then with much diplomacy, I began
to deliver the messages from his deceased wife. I said that she wanted her
belongings sold and the proceeds given to the local Animal Welfare
League. Tears began to swell up in his eyes. "She was very fond of her
puppies," he shared. The couple agreed to have me bury a Saint Joseph
statue to bless the house, and then we returned to the kitchen to wrap
up. At that moment, their old-fashioned phone rang. It had a caller ID,
which showed the caller's name printed on a clear window on the top of
the phone. The girlfriend got up to check the name and began to scream
at the top of her lungs. "Oh my GOD, it is the Animal Welfare League
calling. Your wife must have told them!"
A few weeks later, the couple contacted me to tell me they had received a
full-price offer for the historic house. They had decided to purchase a
new home in the town and to apologize that they did not come back to
my development. The older boyfriend wanted to be close to town and
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not travel to get to familiar locations. I wished them well on their new
adventure!
My house clearing experiences helped me understand the significance of
energy within our homes and surrounding land. I have conducted several
other house clearings within the area. One included a double murder
from over 150 years ago around the Civil War times. A confederate soldier
returned home to his wife on her birthday celebration. She later caught
him with one of her friends in the garden. The outraged wife went into
the barn and grabbed a sickle. Rage filled her. She killed her husband and
then herself that night. The homeowner well knew the tale and asked me
to help. Ever since she moved into the house, any man who entered the
house would get sick. Most recently, a male roommate became
hospitalized days after he walked into the house. Following the clearing,
the homeowner sold her house and left the story behind. Both the
deceased wife and her confederate husband were released and moved on
to a better place.
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Twenty-Four

Return to Ground Zero

Hope and Peace
It only seemed like yesterday, when I was in that small plane on 9/11, but
in reality, almost 20 years had passed. Since that time, I met many people
who had been in New York City that day or were involved with the
clean-up aftermath at Ground Zero. Several of my neighbors admitted
that 911 was the impetus for them to decide to move to North Carolina.
Getting away from the NY metropolitan area was a common theme.
That day was the tipping point of no return. People were looking for a
more peaceful way of life, and North Carolina offered a ticket out.
One friend, in particular, made that transition from living in New York
City to North Carolina following the attack on 9/11. At that time, she
was an instructor at New York University. Her students and other faculty
well respected her. She loved the city vibe and all the cultural possibilities
New York offered, but something dramatically changed after the towers
were hit. She began to go inward to make sense of the event, and as a
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result, she embarked on a significant spiritual awakening. Maybe the
timing was right, or the event initiated a spark in her, but it was lifechanging. Soon she quit her position at NYU and packed a suitcase
heading for Wilmington, North Carolina.
By the time I met Jennifer, she was a well-established energy healer in the
Wilmington area. I was beginning my journey inward with the angels
and spontaneous healings. I found her healing sessions valuable to release
stuck trauma and gain insight into my ongoing visionary experiences. I
became a regular client, and soon she asked me to do healings for her as
well. Our paths became synchronized, and we took a few trips together
to attend more training seminars. One trip, in particular, sealed our
friendship. We traveled to Virginia Beach to the Association for Research
and Enlightenment/ Edgar Cayce Institute to attend advanced classes in
past life regression.
During this trip, we talked about the trauma we both experienced on
9/11. I had been in the air, and my daughter was in the middle of
Manhattan on that day. We decided that our next trip would be to go
back together to New York City to heal the wounded earth in the area of
Ground Zero. I had no idea what we would discover there, but the
thought of delivering good energy to New York felt right. I agreed, and
we started planning our next adventure.
Ground Zero had been cleaned up by this time, and a new monument to
9/11 replaced the old towers. The 9/11 museum opened to the public on
May 21, 2014. The names of 2,983 victims were inscribed on 152 bronze
parapets on the memorial pools. In addition, the unidentified remains of
1,115 victims were removed from the city medical examiner to Ground
Zero, where they were buried 70 feet below ground as part of the 9/11
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Memorial Museum. This new project was all part of a larger master plan
that also included the 1,776-foot-tall Freedom Tower. This tower still
held the One World Trade Center address. Inside there were 102 floors to
the top of the One World Observatory. A visitor could experience a
panoramic view of Ground Zero and the rest of Manhattan from the
top.
Jennifer and I decided that we should make this trip on the weekend of
July 4th, 2018. That date seemed appropriate for a troupe of energy
workers to arrive and clear the space. She invited two other healers to
meet us there for this significant effort. I had no idea what to expect. We
had no definitive plan; we just went to the area and sent loving energy to
release any stuck souls and clear the land of residual negative energy.
Up until now, I had kept my healing gifts a secret. Only close friends and
other healers knew that I was clearing houses of ghosts and talking to
dead folks in coffee shops! This trip was a significant leap into the public
domain. I would be offering my energy healing skills for the greater
good. I was nervous about what might happen.
The day we arrived was a typical New York hazy day with overcast skies
and rain on the way. None of us wished to get wet while walking around
the grounds. So, each of us asked the higher realms to help hold off the
rain until we could complete our healing tasks. Spirit seemed to have
gotten the memo because the rain clouds stayed overcast for over an hour
before any rain began. By this time, we had walked the entire perimeter
of the pools and surrounding land. We offered our personal prayers for
the souls who were remaining. We also prayed that the land was cleared
of the trauma from that terrible day of 9-11-2001.
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As the rain began, we entered the Freedom Tower and went to the top.
First, we walked in clockwise circles three times around the observatory,
and then we reversed the cycle. Again, we intended to help free any
remaining souls and aid the earth in healing by offering loving energy.
After completing this ritual, we went back to the ground floor and
crossed the park to the church across the street for another prayer time.
St. Paul's Chapel, constructed in 1766, is the oldest church building in
Manhattan. It is located less than 100 yards from the World Trade Center
site. This church was called “The Little Chapel That Stood” after it
survived the Twin Towers' collapse. Many rescue workers received food
and rest in the chapel during the clean-up following the tower hit.
After our prayers were completed, we lit candles in honor of those who
died. We decided to wrap up our time there since the rain was beginning
to pick up. As we walked out of the church, we heard the first bolt of
lightning. It struck the antenna at the top of the Freedom Tower and
bounced across the road to strike a tree in front of the church where we
were leaving. That lightning literally flashed across our path. Each of us
got full-body chills as an acknowledgment of our efforts to help heal
Mother Earth at her most wounded location. Of course, we can never
know exactly what were the results of our work that day. But I sincerely
believe we made a difference, even if in a small way, to move the earth
into a better vibration.
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Twin Tower Memorial
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Twenty-Five

Part 3 - Past Lives

Revelations in the Records
After I learned how to tap into the Akashic Records, the universe
unleased my reference librarian’s relentless curiosity. I understood that we
were spirits having a human experience; I knew we were eternal. The
lessons we needed to learn could extend from one life to another. What a
relief! Imagine if we had to get it all under control in just 50 or 60 years.
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The existence of past lives explained many questions. Why are siblings so
different from the same parents? They have unique past life experiences
coming into the family. Why did I immediately like some people at first
sight? Ah, we already knew each other. Why did I feel happy in certain
towns and dislike other parts of the country? Well, I had lived happy
lives in one and tough lives in the other. It all began to make sense, and I
started to connect the dots in my own life. The subsequent chapters
describe some of the extraordinary revelations I was able to uncover.
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Twenty-Six

Beating My Ancestral Drum

Drumming From the Past
At the age of five, I uncovered my Native American instincts when my
parents took me to Florida to visit a Seminole Indian reservation.
Growing up in the mountains of Virginia, I had never seen an authentic
American Indian. Back in the late 1950s and early 1960s, Indians on
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television were the savages who gave the good-guy cowboys grief. I was
soon to discover that my sympathy for the Indians ran deep in my soul.
I was a shy and quiet child. My sister was 12 years older than me, so
basically, I was an only child growing up. I stuck by my mother’s side and
rarely played with other children in the neighborhood. However, I had a
creative mind with imaginary playmates to keep me company. I was
excited about getting out of my familiar surroundings, but I was cautious
about being around strangers.
My parents rarely traveled, so this trip was a first for me. It was the first
time I had left home in Virginia, and I was going to meet my
Grandmother Butler, who lived in Florida. My grandmother was a small,
slender woman in stature but a formidable force in the Butler family. Her
skin was leathery from years in the Florida sun, and she wore house
dresses made of faded print material. She was not a touchy-feely sort of
grandmother. She greeted me with a smile but did not offer a hug. That
was ok since she was a stranger at this point to me. Relatives referred to
her as “Miss Alice” and rarely as a mom, grandma, or even sis. She carried
this title as a reminder of her seniority in the family. Just mentioning
Miss Alice in a conversation would get participants to stop in their
tracks. No one wanted to cross her. No one ever told me what would
happen if someone did take a stand against her, but it was apparent
others knew the outcome would be terrifying!
Miss Alice lived in a small concrete house with pebbles on the lawn in
place of grass. Inside, her stuffed “trophy” fish hung on all the walls. She
had won fishing awards for bringing in giant swordfish or sharks.
Outside in her garden was a full-sized concrete deer, antlers and all. I was
attracted to the Bambi-looking creature and attempted to climb up upon
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his back for an imaginary ride. Quickly, Miss Alice instructed my mother
to remove me from the deer. Nothing more needed to be said. I remained
even closer to my mother for the rest of the day.
I was elated when my mother told me we would venture out of that
house for a day trip to the nearby Seminole Indian reservation. My
mother promised to purchase a doll for me in the gift shop, and then we
would see the Indian children perform their drumming ceremony. Next,
we toured the village and witnessed the Indian women painting pottery
while the men demonstrated their skills at tanning hides and building
teepees. Finally, everyone gathered around the central area where there
was a fire, and many tribe members began to dance and sing traditional
ceremonial songs. Tourists moved in to see the show and enjoy the festive
costumes and performance.
The Seminole children sat down and created their separate, private circle.
They each had a small drum and began drumming to the beat of the
adult dancers. I was fascinated, and my feet started tapping to the music
and rhythm. Earlier, I convinced my mother to buy me a drum in the gift
shop and the doll. Secretively, I skipped over to the circle of children and
sat down. Sneaking away was very out of character for me, but I wanted
to get a closer look. No one noticed my disappearance as my coloring of
dark hair and brown eyes with suntanned arms and legs easily fit into the
mix of the native children. For the first time in my life, I felt that I had
friends my age who welcomed my company for the common purpose of
drumming. Finally, I was part of a group with a sense of purpose. I felt at
home.
The tourist noticed the children’s circle and began to toss coins of
appreciation for their performance. I was shocked that my efforts to
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drum were being recognized with money, even if it was just pennies.
Suddenly, my mother noticed that I was among the Indian children and
not by her side. She ran over to the group, picking me up by the shoulder
to avoid any more contact with the native children.
Even for that brief time, this connection with the native culture was lifechanging for me. I began to admire American Indian jewelry and wear
turquoise whenever possible. As a teenager, I braided my hair and tied
leather strips around my forehead. I listened to native chanting and wore
beaded moccasins around the house. I had become a “closet” Pocahontas.
My obsession with native history and lifestyle seemed very out of
character for a suburban woman who now was living in North Carolina.
No one else could understand why I loved these traditions, colors, and
music. It was just my quirky way. Soon I was to uncover the truth to this
mystery when I learned about the Akashic records.
During my adventure trip to Santa Fe, New Mexico, I became immersed
in more native traditions. I visited adobe villages and listened to stories
about the Indian’s struggle to live away from the invading white lived
upon the earth. The term “Akashic” comes from the 5000-year-old
Sanskrit word “akasha,” which means space. The Akashic Records are a
hidden storage space or library in the collective consciousness field. It is
like a secret hall of records, which can be revealed by reaching into the
subconscious mind in a deep state of meditation. By accessing
information from the Akashic Records, we can review our past, present,
and future potential life choices. We can gain a greater understanding of
our current tendencies and preferences. Through insight gained in the
Akashic, we can improve our relationships with more compassion and
understanding.
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The “sleeping prophet” Edgar Cayce tapped into this field to provide
thousands of intuitive readings during the 1930s. He was even given
alternative medical solutions to his client’s issues when seeking assistance
within the records. Cayce could put himself into a sleep-like state by
lying down on a couch, closing his eyes, and folding his hands over his
stomach. In this state of relaxation and meditation, he could place his
mind in contact with the Akashic field. The majority of Edgar Cayce's
readings dealt with holistic health and the treatment of illnesses. He was
also labeled the “father of holistic medicine.” The ARE (Association for
Research and Enlightenment) library stored these carefully documented
readings in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Determined, I learned how to gain access to these records or this ancient
library collection. I traveled to Raleigh, NC, and found a training class
where I joined twelve other curious information seekers to open my soul
documents for a week-long program. Each participant had a background
in spiritual endeavors. Some were knowledgeable about crystals; others
were healers, writers, or curious about the unknown or spiritual. I was
there for a specific purpose to gain an understanding of my native
American obsession.
Our instructions were lengthy, and we learned how to breathe and
meditate, going deeper into the subconscious mind. This relaxation gave
us access to the records and the etheric beings known as the Lords of the
Records. They are the “angel” librarians who organize and protect this
collection on the astral plane. We learned to format questions and how to
decipher the visual and auditory images received. Some students left
unsuccessful. They could not hold a high vibration long enough to get
to the reference desk of the Akashic.
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I was determined to master my mind for entry into this vault of
knowledge. Finally, I began to see and hear the answers to the questions I
posed. I practiced for hours, both asking and receiving information. The
practice questions included things like “Show me a past life where I was
with a current family member?” or “Show me a past life which prepared
me for the lessons in my current life?” Finally, I asked the big question:
“Show me why I am so obsessed with American Indian culture,
specifically in New Mexico?”
I kept my eyes closed tightly, and I focused on the “third eye,” that area
between my eyebrows. Figures became visible in the picture, and I could
see that this was similar to what I had experienced as a child at the
Seminole reservation. A ceremonial dance was taking place, and both
men and women were dancing in a circle. The point of the ritual was to
stomp the ground with every step. I could almost hear the sound of their
feet hitting the earth, moving around and around. They were wearing
bright-colored clothing with headdresses and beaded footwear. The
details in this vision were evident to me. I was a part of the dancers, and I
was a shaman and a woman. In my head, I asked, “why were they
pounding the ground with their feet?” I received the message that they
were implanting ancient wisdom into the ground for future generations
to retrieve. This knowledge included healing and hidden historical
events. The crystal bed in the earth would hold this information until it
became available again for posterity. My job as the shaman for the tribe
was to help implant this healing knowledge base. When my father died, I
became the shaman; he had selected me over my brother, and it was an
honor for a woman to hold that title. This event occurred in New
Mexico near the Santa Fe area.
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I thanked the Lords of the Records for their insight and information.
Then, I asked for them to close my records, and I began to cry. The deep
understanding I gained was next to a miracle. The soul memory of a
ceremonial dance was in my etheric field; it was a part of my past beyond
this life. No wonder I loved the native Indian lifestyle. I had been an
American Indian in many past life experiences, and a part of me still is
that shaman woman.
Diving into the Akashic Records has become a common practice for me.
After a year of offering free sessions to family and friends, I opened a
business office. I continued to train in other past-life hypnosis techniques
and quantum healing solutions for clients to learn about their past lives
and how those experiences still influence their current life.
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Twenty-Seven

Chasing Henry Walters

The Book of Life
With the Universe's most extensive collection of information now at my
fingertips, I ventured into an exhaustive exploration of my Akashic
Records. My Akashic instructor suggested we test the waters on our
history before doing readings for others or to charge for these intuitive
sessions. Truthfully, I was not ready to reveal to anyone I had taken this
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training, and I certainly did not feel ready to hang out my business sign as
an "Intuitive Akashic Reader." So I decided to take her advice, stick to
my records first, and expand to friends after getting a lot more experience.
I started with fundamental questions. "Show me a life that prepared me
for the lessons in this life?" I sat down on my couch and took a few deep
breaths, keeping my eyes closed. I waited for a long while until colors
began to move around, and I saw a blurry figure of an older man in a
monastery. He was in front of an open manuscript, and he was drawing
illuminated letters on the pages. This event was during medieval times,
and he was a scribe. It made sense to me that I might have been such a
person in the past. After all, today, I am a librarian with a strong spiritual
side. I felt proud to see I had been a religious person in the past.
My teacher’s technique was working well, and I wanted to keep going on
with my discoveries. So, I decided to ask about past lives that I shared
with current-life friends or family. I asked to see a life in which I was with
my friend, Susan. She and I raised our children together in New Jersey,
learned Reiki together, and we swore we must have been sisters in
another life. Once again, I said the Akashic prayer to open my records,
closed my eyes, and took a deep breath. I could see Susan in my mind's
eye in a short time, dressed in clothing as a nun. We were in a foreign
country working as nuns/nurses to help children who were orphans due
to war. It looked like a desert area, and the nuns had set up big tents to
tend to the children. We fed them and cared for them both medically and
spiritually, as many had lost their homes and family. This information
came to me in a telepathic download with no words conveyed. I just
knew the storyline and our purpose for being there. Yes, we had been
sisters together in a past life, but sisters of a different Order!
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How many lives have I been a nun or monk? I began to question. No
wonder the biggest challenge in my current life has been relationships
and marriages! I felt a little sad about the lack of fun I had seen in these
past life explorations, so I asked a new question. "Show me a life where I
had fun?" Quickly I saw a stage and dancing girls with cowboy boots,
hooting and howling to the music. Cowboys and Indians were part of
the fanfare, and there was a glorious display of shooting, dancing, and
singing. I was a dancer and maybe a part-time call girl. My current-life
friend, Mary Ann, was on stage with me too! We were two peas in a pod.
I asked for more specific information about the show, and I heard
psychically, it was the famous Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show with Annie
Oakley. I was not Annie Oakley, but I certainly knew her and admired
her.
Now, this was a story I could sink my library research skills into for more
confirmation. I began to read about the show and specifically Annie
Oakley's life. She traveled with the troupe along with her husband, Frank
Butler, who was her manager. Interesting that her married name was
Butler. The famous Indian chief, Sitting Bull, also traveled with the
show, and he was very fond of Annie. He was from the Lakota tribe and
had a pet name for Annie in Lakota, which meant "Little Sharp-Shooter
or Sure Shot." The name was "Watanya Cecilia." Yes, Annie Oakley was
fondly called "Cecilia Butler," just like me.
The strange coincidences from my research had me hooked. How much
did we plan out before we were birthed into a new life? Were there
agreements made with friends to play a part or offer lessons? Could we
control events or even the day of our birth? Do we carry the physical
features of our faces or body into new lives? I began to read and research
what other past life regressionists had to say about these questions. Many
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of these practitioners agreed that our souls work out many details on the
other side before incarnating into human life. We travel in soul groups
and often exchange roles of parent, sibling, friend, or spouse. I decided
that I was ready to share this skill with a few close friends and family.
I offered to do a reading for my daughter. She had a fascination with Paris
and all things French. She had been to Paris three times when she was 18
years old, and none of those trips were with her Dad or me. She agreed to
sit with me, and together we opened her Akashic Records to explore her
love for France. By this time, my creative vision skills had improved, and
I could see with much detail. I closed my eyes and saw on the "movie
screen" between my eyebrows that she was a male soldier dressed in an
18th-century uniform. I could see brass buttons down the soldier's
leggings, and he wore a blue coat trimmed in red with a white vest. He
was wearing a tricorn hat and was guarding a large iron gate. It was Paris,
and the time was the French Revolution. There was rioting happening in
front of him, and other men were trying to get past the gate. It was
Bastille Day! He tossed his hat off and joined the revolutionaries, leaving
his gate duty behind. Chills went down my spine when I realized that
this scene was on July 14th, coincidentally my daughter's birthday. She
had been born three weeks past her due date and arrived right on that
particular day!
My fascination has always been art. I majored in art history in college and
still love to explore museums. I paint, draw and enjoy the old
masterpieces, especially the French Impressionist period. As a child, my
mother would take me to the Virginia Museum, and I would stare at
Monet, Renoir, and Mary Cassatt’s paintings for hours. So I decided to
ask about my love of art regarding past lives. I got comfortable in my
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chair, closed my eyes, and settled in to visit my Akashic Records. "Show
me a life that will help me understand my love of art?"
A scene appeared which portrayed an art gallery in Paris sometime in the
19th century. There was a young man dressed in fancy attire with a beret
on his head. He was buying paintings and more than one at a time. He
seemed to have a lot of money and was full of himself. I would call him a
"dandy." The gallery owner was at this young man's command, showing
him many potential works for purchase. I cannot say I liked this young
art collector as he acted like a spoiled brat. I asked for guidance in getting
more information. I requested a name and heard Walter. Then I asked for
a second name and heard, telepathically, Henry. The date given was 1875.
This information was confusing since I got two first names. I closed my
records and immediately went to the computer to validate any of this
information.
I put in the search terms Walter, Henry, art collector, Paris, 1875, and let
Google do the rest. Several ad-based sites popped up, but I saw a good
and reputable website for the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore,
Maryland. I clicked on that and saw a tab for the museum's history. I
began to read about the Walters family. They were a father and son who
put this museum together from their private collections. The museum
was originally a private home and later expanded to become the current
site open to the public. The son was named Henry Walters. He was a
railroad executive and Founder of the Atlantic Coastline Railroad. He
was very wealthy and an avid art collector of many styles and the French
Impressionists. A small exciting fact caught my attention in his
biography. Henry was friends with the Jones family, who lived in
Wilmington, NC. He often visited the Jones and practically lived with
them at Airlie Gardens in their summer “bungalow” with over 30
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bedroom suites. Henry moved the main offices of the Atlantic Coastline
Railroad to Wilmington. He also had a residence in New York City,
where he was on the Board of Directors for the Metropolitan Museum of
Art.
Again, I could not believe the coincidences in this description. Like
Henry, I lived in Wilmington, just minutes away from the Atlantic
Coastline headquarters and Airlie Gardens. Could this eccentric art
collector from the Gilded Age be a part of my soul history? Were there
others from my current life who shared a role in this 19th-century life?
What are the lessons today I could learn from this wealthy railroad art
collector? So, I decided to research and discovered more about Henry
Walters.
I learned that Henry had assisted Mary Cassatt to get her first art show in
the Paris salon known as the Academie des Beaux-Arts under her female
name. He also knew Minny Evans, an African American woman who
worked for the Jones as a housekeeper and gatekeeper at Airlie Gardens.
She eventually became a talented visionary artist. After Henry’s death,
Minnie Evans displayed her art within the NYC Metropolitan Museum
of Art, where Henry served on the board. I was fascinated to see the
parallels between my artwork and interests. I, too, was a female visionary
artist inspired by Mary Cassatt.
Three years after his friend, Pembroke Jones' death in 1919, Walters
married the widow Sarah Jones in 1922, his first marriage. Sarah had one
daughter with Pembroke named Sadie. Henry became her step-father.
When I opened my records and asked about other people from my
current life in Walters' life, I saw my friend, Mary Ann, as my stepdaughter, Sadie. With a bit of reference work, I located the house on 400
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S. Front Street in Wilmington, which had been the childhood home of
Sadie before the Jones family moved to Airlie.
Interestingly, Mary Ann had just moved to Wilmington from New
Jersey, so I called her and asked her to meet me at the Front Street house. I
did not reveal my reason for this rendezvous. The home had recently sold
for over two million dollars, and the new owners were renovating it.
When Mary Ann and I arrived, the house was empty, and there was no
one around. The workers were away for a lunch break, and luckily, they
had left the front door wide open.
As we walked up the curved staircase, Mary Ann stopped to admire the
landing of the stairs. A unique and expensive Carrara marble was under
our feet; it was a perfect match to the marble floor in the foyer she had
built in New Jersey several years before. We both got chills as we realized
the similarity. With a quick look over our shoulders, we entered the
house for a trip down memory lane. Mary Ann began to remember
specific things about the house back in history. She was experiencing past
life visions bleeding through as we stood in the place. Mary Ann
remembered the yard in the back, and there was a swing that overlooked
the Cape Fear River. She remembered other children who had lived on
that street at the turn of the century. We both went down another flight
of steps to the basement where the original kitchen had been; we stopped
in our tracks. Something was disturbing in that space; someone had died.
There was a feeling of being watched, and this ghost was not happy with
us invading that area. We quickly left the house and returned to our cars;
luckily, no one had noticed our entry.
A few days later, at the New Hanover Public Library historical room, I
was able to find old newspaper articles recounting a terrible fire at 400 S.
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Front Street around 1900. It was at Christmas time, and the fire began in
the lower level kitchen; several household servants had died there that
night. After the fire, the Joneses moved to Airlie Gardens and renovated
their summer house, which became a significant entertainment
attraction. The structure known as “The Bungalow” at Airlie resembled
a small Italianate palace with over 38 rooms. The Jones’s extravagant
parties at home and in the gardens gained them the status of the label
"Keeping up with the Joneses."

Cecelia Grace Butler

Young Henry Walters
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Sadie Green Jones

Mary Ann Ferraro
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Twenty-Eight

More Memories at the Walters'
Museum

Henry Walter's Museum: Baltimore, Maryland
After uncovering my past-life connection with Henry Walters, I felt I was
simultaneously living two timelines. Secretly, I wanted to step back into
his shoes for a while and live in the 19th century. Those times seemed
more civilized and gentile. I read every book I could locate on the Walters
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to learn more. However, Henry liked to keep a low profile. There were
very few photos of him or documentation about his personal life. Here is
what current biographers have to say about the Walters family:
"You see, William and Henry, father and son, were very private people.
Private enough to make Howard Hughes seem extroverted. Walters
might be called the Wall Street Mystery if enough were known about him
to stimulate general curiosity. But he has succeeded so completely in
effacing his personality and his acts that he is not even a mystery. He is
unknown. And that was when the man was alive." Holly Selby, THE
BALTIMORE SUN, October 18, 1999.
"Even in a society that valued privacy, Henry Walters's reserve was
regarded as excessive. He shunned interviews, was almost never
photographed, and was said to be so secretive that he would not sign a
hotel register." Johnston, William R., William and Henry Walters, The
Reticent Collectors, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999
For years, he was the permanent houseguest of a married couple, Sarah
and Pembroke Jones, who lived and entertained in Wilmington, N.C.,
and New York. Johnston notes that the "Wilmington wags alluded to
Sadie as 'the woman with two husbands." Henry and the Joneses often
traveled on Henry's 224-foot steam yacht. And the Joneses, renowned
entertainers, once built a platform in an oak tree so that their guests
could dine a la treetop. In 1922, three years after Pembroke died, Henry
and Sarah were married." Holly Selby, THE BALTIMORE SUN,
October 18, 1999 (https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-199910-18-9910180221-story.html)
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The similarities between us began to blur into one personality. As a
child, I was reticent too and shy. Henry was almost invisible, and no one
could trace his personal life. Henry was an art collector whose collection
grew into a museum. I majored in art history with a love of the
Impressionist who he collected. At sixty-five, I developed a bone spur on
the big toe of my right foot. Henry began to walk with a cane at the same
age due to gout on his right foot big toe! My first visionary art sale was at
the Exhibition Hall in Wilmington, located across the parking lot of the
Atlantic Coast Railroad and Henry's office.
Henry lived at Airlie Gardens, and I now lived within 2 miles of the exact
location. My love of the same garden was why I signed up to be a
volunteer tram driver and tour guide. I took special care to give authentic
life details to tourists and visitors about Henry Walters and the Jones
family. I was told by returning guests that I gave the most detailed
information they had ever had in a tour of the gardens. Little did they
know the truth was I was "possessed" by the tale of the Jones and my life
at Airlie Gardens. When I walked the garden paths, I felt all the Jones
family and myself from that life. I could see the shadowy figures of those
beautiful ladies dressed in white luncheon gowns stepping onto
platforms placed within the Airlie Oaktree. I wanted to go back and
relive that life.
Maybe my disappointing relationships in this life were the springboard
for this desire. I had failed at two marriages and now struggled to stay
afloat with finances as a single, senior lady. Indeed, Henry would have
managed the money situation better. He had waited for Sadie many
years; maybe there was hope for me to find my soulmate too.
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Wilmington, North Carolina, was both Henry and my hometown. I
wondered how I would feel in Baltimore at the Museum he built. I
decided to continue my chase of his life and travel to Baltimore for a
gallery visit.
I asked a good friend, Jeff, to accompany me on this historical research
adventure. He was a psychotherapist/ hypnotherapist, and we had done
several past life readings together. He understood my obsession with my
life as Henry Walters, and I trusted his expertise in ghost hunting. He had
done several investigations with a local paranormal group in
Wilmington. He was the perfect candidate for the next chapter of my
Henry Walters examinations, so off to Baltimore we went.
The Museum was packed full of artwork and artifacts. "The Museum's
foundational art collection consisted of 22,000 objects, which was begun
by William T. Walters and expanded by his son, Henry Walters, who
gifted the collection to Baltimore. This collection reflected William's and
Henry's tastes, shaped by 19th- and early 20th-century beliefs prevalent in
Europe and the United States about what made art culturally valuable
and meaningful." (https://thewalters.org/about/)
Our tour of the facility took all day. I left no exhibit unturned. I kept
asking my spirit guides to lead me to the crucial displays which might
create synchronistic remembrances from Walters's life to my current life. I
felt happy and revived until I entered the library room, where the
gentlemen of the time would gather for drinks and cigars after dinner.
Today the glass shelving remained along with artifacts and trophies from
safari killings covered the walls. I felt a kind of dread and darkness when I
entered the room. The hair on the back of my neck began to ripple with
a cold breeze down my spine. There was an entity in that room who DID
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NOT want me there. I left quickly and found Jeff to tell him what had
happened.
I admit I was creeped out. Jeff agreed to go into the room himself and see
what he felt. He often got intuitive hits just like me. He came out to
report to me that yes, there was a ghost there, someone I would have
known in the Walters life. It was my father, William T. Walters. He had
recognized me as Henry, but now I was a woman. He was not happy
with my decision to incarnate as a woman rather than a man.
In their life together as father and son, William and Henry had disagreed
on women's rights. They also had quarreled about Henry's sister, Jennie,
who wished to leave her caretaker position for her father. Henry had
facilitated her escape from Baltimore to get married, leaving her aging
father without a family member to nurse him. Apparently, father
William still held a grudge, and I could feel his disapproval with those
cold chills.
After Jeff's report, I decided to return to the same room and telepathically
have it out with old Dad. In my head, I told him he was not going to
intimidate me with his negative energy and angry mood. My life purpose
today was best served by incarnating as a female. I was no longer his son,
and he had no right to push me around energetically. Afterward, I felt
empowered but still a little scared by the forceful energy this entity could
muster from the dead. I was a bit shaky from the entire experience.
Upon returning to Wilmington, I decided to drop my obsession with
Henry and move on to other past life investigations. I took a walk
downtown to the Atlantic Coastline Railroad Museum and quietly told
Henry I wanted to honor him, but I needed to go forward with my life. I
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resigned from my position as a tour guide at Airlie Gardens and now visit
when I want to commune with nature, not my past life incarnation.
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Twenty-Nine

The Randolphs' Revealed

Elizabeth Randolph, John Wollaston, artist
location: Wilton Plantation
When I began to explore my past lives, I immediately wanted to ask
about any previous connections with Colonial Williamsburg. Growing
up in Virginia at the turn of the 1950s-60s was unique in our southern
history. Despite racial discord and division in the south, I was taught by
my mother and later in school that the state of Virginia was a special
place to be born. It was one of the few states referred to as a
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commonwealth. The term meant that Virginia's government upheld the
sovereignty of the people united for the common good. As a child, I was
not sure why that label was so distinctive, but the way my mother said
the word “commonwealth” and the twinkle in her eye when she talked
about Virginia was all I needed to know. She loved the Old Dominion’s
land, and I did too. I never really wanted to leave the state. I felt a part of
its history. I was a native Virginian, and I was proud to express that fact
out loud.
According to my mother (also named “Virginia”), the entire country
started on Virginian soil. This state was the foundation of the United
States. Therefore, I needed to be instructed in Virginia history as soon as
I could read and write. Our visits to Colonial Williamsburg became a
part of this living history program. Luckily this destination was only a
short car ride from our home in Richmond, so my mother and I would
frequently get dressed in colonial costumes for historical tours. As an
active member of many historical organizations that studied the colonial
era, she could cook and sew according to those times. Often she created
replica costumes for local history events. I was her living history doll
dressed in bonnets and bustles. Perhaps she carried this reenactment
activity too far at times, but I loved being with her and sharing her love
of Virginia history. The embarrassment of having to wear colonial attire
was well worth the price.
When I began to explore my past lives, I immediately wanted to ask
about any previous connections with Colonial Williamsburg. My
mother believed that she had lived a past life in Jamestown and drowned.
She even took me to a remote area away from the rebuilt fort to show me
a tree she claimed was her burial site. So I guess we both had roots in the
historic Jamestown/Williamsburg area. But I needed to know more.
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I cleared my work calendar and stayed home one day to explore this
potential past. I suspected my questioning might bring up some
significant history. I wanted to be uninterrupted while digging into this
historic time. I sat on my couch with a coffee and closed my eyes, taking a
few sips and then deep breaths. I was stoked for the adventure. I asked
the question, “Show me a life in which I lived in Colonial
Williamsburg?”
Immediately in my third eye, I saw a gentleman mounting a horse ready
to go for a lengthy trip. He had saddlebags secured on both sides of his
horse, and he wore wintry 18th-century attire. This man was my
husband, and I was there to bid him farewell and a safe sojourn. It
appeared to me that these long trips were frequent. He trusted me to run
the household back home in Williamsburg while he tended to matters on
a higher level somewhere else. He seemed to respect me and my abilities
to keep our home in good working order. I believed we had a cordial and
amicable relationship. Our marriage seemed more of a business
arrangement than a love affair, but there was some admiration.
Back in our home in Williamsburg, I entertained guests with fine china
and lace tablecloths. I also made our home available to patriots. I could
see myself serving guests in the dining room while overhearing political
discussions.
As was my habit in these sessions, I asked for a name before closing my
records. I heard Elizabeth Randolph, Betty/Betsey. I knew this would be
a traceable figure as the Randolph name is renowned in Virginia history.
With several clicks on the computer, I successfully located Elizabeth
Randolph of Williamsburg, who was married to Peyton Randolph.
Peyton was a planter and public official. He had been educated at the
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College of William and Mary in Williamsburg and later studied law in
London. He served as Speaker of the Virginia House of Burgesses,
Attorney General of Virginia, president of Virginia Conventions, and
the first President of the Continental Congress in 1774. He traveled many
times to Philadelphia to attend the Continental Congress and died on
October 22, 1775, in Pennsylvania. He was revered and admired after his
death. If he had not died, the chances were high he would have been
selected for President of the United States over George Washington.
Once again, I had been married to a lawyer who held an official position
in government.
Betsey came from a very prominent family in her own right, and she was
the daughter of Benjamin and Anne Carter Harrison of Berkeley. The
Harrison family was one of the wealthiest families in Virginia at the time.
Her father, Benjamin, also held respectable positions in the Virginia
legislature and was a signer of the Declaration of Independence.
Elizabeth’s parents died a few months before the wedding of Elizabeth
and Peyton in 1746. Some of her siblings went to live with the
newlyweds in Williamsburg. Peyton and Elizabeth had no children of
their own. Like many landed gentry women in Williamsburg, Elizabeth
spent much of her time managing household affairs and caring for her
brothers and sisters.
Peyton Randolph was a cousin of Thomas Jefferson. In Jefferson’s will,
he bequeathed all of his books to the Randolph family. Unfortunately,
Peyton had already died, so Elizabeth acquired the entire collection, and
later it became the core collection for the Library of Congress. As a
librarian, I have to say I was proud.
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These researched facts confirmed my vision of the life I had led as
Elizabeth Randolph, but I needed to uncover more vital missing
information. It wasn’t until 2020 that I returned to explore this life a
second time. Once again, racial riots had begun in major cities of the
United States. The phrase “Black Lives Matter” was becoming a daily
chant. One day, as I entered my work as a librarian at a local technical
college, I got a strong message from spirit. “Go back over the details of
the life of Elizabeth Randolph. You missed something important.”
I pulled down all the history books and biographical material in the
library to reveal a startling fact. Peyton and Elizabeth Randolph owned
slaves, and historical documentation stated that Elizabeth was not kind
toward her slaves. This fact sent chills up my spine. I was appalled at my
former personality. I felt there was a karmic debt or at least an apology
that needed to happen. So I began to research more about the slaves
owned by the Randolph family. That was easy because Colonial
Williamsburg had already done all the work for me.
The Peyton house was still in good condition, and it was the main
attraction at Colonial Williamsburg. Not only were there public tours of
the house, but also the slave quarters. Each day there were living history
events scheduled about the slaves who worked for the Randolphs.
Actors played the roles of Elizabeth and her slaves. The most prominent
actor who spoke about the Randolphs was Eve, Mrs. Randolph’s private
slave. Eve was a slave who had been sent to school and learned to read. In
Mr. Randolph’s will Eve was given a value of 100 pounds sterling silver,
which was a lot of money. Despite these advantages, Eve was miserable
and continued to run away. Eventually, Elizabeth Randolph sold Eve
and permanently separated her from her son George. Rumors state that
Eve placed a curse on the Randolph house after this separation. She
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dabbled in the dark arts and was extremely upset with Mrs. Randolph’s
actions.
Today, the Randolph house is on the ghost tour of Williamsburg. It is
considered one of the most haunted houses in the country. Since Eve
placed her curse, multiple deaths and tragic accidents have occurred in the
house, even a duel. In 1824, Lafayette returned to Williamsburg and
stayed at the Peyton Randolph house. He wrote, “I considered myself
fortunate to lodge in the home of a great man, Peyton Randolph. Upon
my arrival, as I entered through the foyer, I felt a hand on my shoulder. It
nudged me as if intending to keep me from entering. I quickly turned
but found no one there. The nights were not restful as the sounds of
voices kept me awake for most of my stay.”
Ghost investigators have spent countless nights identifying who was
haunting the house. At night, photos of the front windows showed
shadowy faces, but the most chilling picture came from a reflection on
Betsey’s mirror by her nightstand. It was a young African-American slave
woman with an angry expression.
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Reflection of Eve? Tim Scullion, photographer
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Thirty

Slave Situation

Blue Ridge Family Farm
When I first met Laura at Unity Church in Wilmington, NC, I felt a
certain familiarity with her. She had recently moved from Ohio to North
Carolina only a few months ago. Before this physical meeting, we had
briefly talked on the phone about her upcoming relocation. When she
came to Wilmington on a preliminary investigation for her move, she
found a flyer about my energy clearing services in a local metaphysical
shop. She told me that spirit suggested she contact me about finding
housing. At that time, I was moving myself following my second
divorce. We talked for over an hour, and I told her I did not know of any
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housing opportunities but to contact me when she finally arrived in
town permanently.
We soon became friends and joined several other lightworkers to form a
healing group called the Seven Sisters. There were seven of us, and each
felt a galactic connection with the star system of the Pleiades. During our
healing sessions, Laura shared that she believed she had been a slave in a
past life and that I may have been a family member. It made sense that we
may have shared a few past lives as there had been an instant connection
upon meeting. We often travel in soul groups and make contracts to meet
up at certain junctures in our lives. She had felt a calling to come to
Wilmington just like I had experienced.
Despite having been in Wilmington for several years, Laura was having
trouble finding a solid and secure place to live. She had worked as a livein companion in the past, but these opportunities were few in
Wilmington. It was now 2020, and the covid pandemic was in full force.
No one was offering a spare room for anyone. So we agreed she could
come to my house for a short while to get back on her feet. During this
time, we decided to finally explore the possibility of a slave life for both
of us.
She had worked with metaphysical instructors in Ohio and employed a
different method than I for Akashic reading. Together we dove into our
past to discover about five lives we had shared that still needed healing.
Karma is a bitch, as the saying goes!
In my life as Elizabeth Randolph, I sold my slave, Eve, and separated her
from her children. This situation had caused significant trauma for her
and a lot of karma for me. I later reincarnated as a slave girl just before the
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Civil War in Georgia. My owner broke up my family and sold my
parents, leaving me behind and alone. Another slave family in the area
took me in and added a plate to the table of already seven children. Laura
had been the male slave who offered me home with his wife and children.
We later reversed roles in a subsequent life in England around 1890,
where my father, a banker, raised me in a secure home. It was a pictureperfect family scene like depicted in the movie Mary Poppins with Mr.
and Mrs. Banks. Her parents died, and my family took her in. Laura was
my cousin and a few years younger than me. I was the youngest until
then, and I was very upset about the new kid arriving at the household.
We shared a room, clothes, and toys. I guess I got over it eventually.
After this brief Akashic reading together, Laura and I settled a few issues
that had arisen since she came to stay at my house. Sharing the toys might
still need to be cleared. We knew there was karma to clear for both of us
to move on in our separate lives. I thanked her for suggesting we do this
clearing and for being a member of my soul group. Sometimes it is not
easy to fix old issues from so many lifetimes.
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Proving the Past

Azalea Festival, Wilmington, NC;
Steve Lutz, photographer
The purpose of my investigations into past lives was not to nd someone
famous or wealthy in my soul history. I wanted to understand more
about myself in my current life. My love of art was why I asked the
question, and then I was shown a life where the same admiration of art
existed. Henry Walters was an art collector with a passion for
Impressionists’ works. I majored in art history in college and researched
the same group of artists. He helped several female artists in establishing
their art careers. He knew Minnie Evans, an African American visionary
artist. I am now a visionary artist. Again, since that person had been a
prominent personality, more information could be ascertained from
library research. My skills as a reference librarian were coming in handy as
I delved deeper into proving these past life people were real.
During my Akashic work with clients, several notable gures in history
surfaced. In one session, the client himself received the name
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“Montcalm.” Unlike Walters, this last name was very unusual. The
session had presented a former military life in Canada. The man in
question was a commander of some sort. The vision looked like
Washington crossing the Delaware River, but this general was highly
concerned about his troops and safety. In his current life, my client
worked with the Marines as a psychotherapist. That was a strange twist
on the previous life as a general. Upon further research, I was able to
verify the French general Louis Joseph, Marquis de Montcalm de SaintVéran (1712-1759), commander of the French troops in Canada during the
French and Indian War. He died a hero on the battlefield of Quebec. His
last words were, “I am happy that I will not live to see the surrender of
Quebec.”
Sometimes a famous person has been portrayed in history in a more
flattering light than revealed in an Akashic review. This was the situation
for me looking deeper into my love for the state of Virginia and,
specifically, Colonial Williamsburg. Having grown up in Virginia in my
current life, I knew from history classes the Randolph name held
significant heritage and respect. Until now, no past lives revealed where
my behavior had been less than kind and loving. Unfortunately, I
discovered the truth about Elizabeth in her dealings with the slaves who
worked at the Randolph home in Williamsburg. The research I
uncovered about her was upsetting and revealed a big misunderstanding I
needed to heal immediately. At the same time, the lingering issue of slave
treatment has been rising in the mainstream media with rioting and
defacing monuments of such prominent figures as George Washington
and Thomas Jefferson. Spirit led me to revisit this life and further
understand the importance of rectifying this life’s remaining karmic ties.
What did I need to heal from this past life to clear this karma and the
current curse on the home?
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Thirty-Two

Epilogue

Extra-Terrestrial Connections
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Back on that Pennsylvania highway in the mid-1980s, I was attracted to,
not repelled by, the craft floating overhead. I felt a magnetic curiosity
pulling me to explore. Today, having put many miles on multiple cars.
When I look up, I know that we’re not alone. But it’s more than that, I
am sure we have access and lines of communication available to us that
reach far beyond what’s in one's hand.
I kept my extraterrestrial experience quiet for decades. I was afraid that
people might consider me crazy. However, I have met many more
contactees who have either seen a craft or experienced an ET paranormal
life event over these past twenty years. At this time in our universal
development, it seems perfectly normal to come out of the closet and
admit contact. Disclosure is necessary for our future growth as a species.
Now, I hope to help others feel safe to tell their stories about such higherdimensional occurrences. Public information about UFOs is on the rise.
Mainstream media sources such as CNN and the New York Times report
sightings with a sense of concern. Disclosure seems imminent.
I have taken brave steps to speak out about my personal experience with
UFOs and the existence of other higher dimensional beings such as
angels. I have felt invisible hands and tingling over my body as etheric
energy courses through me during my work with subtle energy. I do not
doubt the reality of these feelings and experiences. Time has shown me
that there is so much more to see, experience, and understand about
realms beyond our daily existence. Through my exploration of the
Akashic Records, I gained personal knowledge and also a greater
understanding of how our souls learn and grow. I believe that my
knowledge might help others resolve trauma, release stuck emotions and
find insight into personal preferences. By seeing oneself from a higher
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perspective, one can obtain a greater understanding of issues to be
resolved and thus expand individual consciousness.
By writing this book, I hope others will feel safe to tell their stories about
such higher-dimensional occurrences. Together we can shift the planet's
conscious awareness of who we are and from where we came!
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